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A COMPARISON OF ENGLISH PLACEiYIENT 
TST AND RETEST SCORES 

CEAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The question, How nruch do college students 

1earrì?' is one which vitally concerns the educator, the 

student, and the general public. The educator is con- 

cerned because he is interested in the improvement of the 

curriculum and methods of teaching, in order that they 

may best serve the needs oÍ the students. The student is 

concerned because he is interested in his own general 

progress and well-being and in the effect that four years 

spent in college will have on them. The general public is 

concerned because it is interested in receiving dividends 

from the inone it has invested. It wants assurance that 

four years of college attendance will aid in making more 

efficient citizens of t±ose who attend. 

This concern over the extent of the college 

student's knowledge has led to a considerable aruiount of 

interest being shown in the measurement of student ac- 

complishment at the college-university level. In an 

effort to obtain scientific data on the effects of college 
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training, tests have been given in many fields affecting 

te college student. By this procedure a few facts have 

been brought to light and a few recommendations have been 

made lu view of the data found. 

The purose of this investigation was that of 

seeking to deterriine what effects four years of college 

work have had on certain students' command of the English 

language. The measuring instrument used was the English 

Placement amination for 1936, developed by the staff of 

the English Department of Oregon itate College. This 

examinatin was given to all entering fresbmen in the 

autmiin of l96 of nglish Department. 

The scores from this examination were made available to 

t1e writer by the English Department. The same exami- 

nation was given to 353 seniors in Ijiay, l94O,bï the writer. 

The scores from these two groups are compared in this 

thesis. Of the 353 seniors tested, 170 had. taken this 

examination as .fresbnien. Ihese two sets of scores were 

also compared. From these two sets of comparisons and 

from her reading of related reports and magazine articles, 

the writer presents various coruipilations of data, her 

findings, and her recommendations with the hope that they 

will be of some value to interested observers of educa- 

tional procedures. 

The Oregon State College English Placement 



Examination contains four parts; one each on spelling, 

grammar and usage, recognition of sentence eìements, and 

punctuation. Each part contains fifty items or a possible 

fifty errors. The tests are scored objectively by means of 

stencils. The lower the score, the more satisfactory it 

is, as a low score indicates a small number of errors 

made. The examination has been used for seventeen years 

as a device for determining the classification of en- 

tering students into the freshman nglish classes and 

includes the topics upon which most emphasis is put in 

these classes. A new examination, as far as content is 

up annually. A copy of the 1936 examI- 

nation is included as the first appendix in this thesis. 

No attemp has been made in this study to analyze 

the causes lying behind the results found or to make recom- 

mendations to instructors from the deductions which ma 

have been made. The data on an existing situation have 

been presented, and the writer hopes that the thesis will 

answer to some extent the questionUh ow muc do college 

students learn about nglish composition in their four 

years of attendance?tt__and tbt it will furnish some ac- 

curate and factual evidence for further study and for 

recommendations concerning (a) curricular offerings and 

teaching methods, (b) students' understandings about the 

values to them of knowledge of nglish composition, and 



(c) the attitude of the public toward its schools and its 

deuìands on them. 

Chapter II of this thesis presents a review of 

reports arid studies on the amounts of information gained 

by students during their student careers and some theore- 

tical consideration of this whole question. 
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CHAPThR II 

A SELECTIVE SURVEY OF T.LSTING AT T1II COLLGJ LEVEL 

Part I The $urver of Test Results in General 

The whole field of standardized testing is rda- 

tively new. The first standardized educational achieve- 

ment tests began to appear about 1920, and were prepared 

largel for pupils at the elementary school level. Wjtbin 

a few years, other standardized educational achieve:ent 

tests began to appear for use at tne high school level. 

The dela was due, in part, to the more widel divergent 

aims from school to school of high school courses; and, 

in part, to the greater resistance of high sciool teachers 

to the application of standardized achievement tests to 

their pupils. Standardized subject natter testing at the 

college-university level has been delayed even longer be- 

cause the aims of college courses in different institu- 

tions are even iriore diversified than are high school 

courses, and college and university Instructors have not 

been generally interested in such testing programs or what 

tney might show. The question of the reliabilities and 

the validities of standardized achieveuent tests and the 

results obtained from them at the college-university level 



is still a debated one. The reliabilities of the tests 

themselves can, of course, be determined ratner easily; 

but the reliabilities of the applications of any conclu- 

sions based on tests of students in one institution to 

atudents in similar classes in other institutions involves 

several questions of educational and institutional aims 

and policies. Not all colleges and universities are seek- 

ing the same specific educational ends. An example of 

this variation in policies is the one of whether it is 

better to try to give such amounts of education as the 

college can to all students who may meet their entrance 

reqLirements and to seek to graduate as many of these 

students as can be persuaded to complete the required 

amount of work or whether it is better to give a strict 

and advancedtraining to a relatively small number of 

students and to graduate only a few excellent students 

out of all th e who ma appl' for such training. 

The application of standardized inte11ience or 

college aptitude tests in contrast with educational 

achievement tests to freshmen students or to applicants 

for admission as freshmen began to be general in col- 

leges and universities about 1925. This movement arose 

(a) from the desire to select only the better students 

in the institutions which were permitted by law to prac- 

tice selection or whose educational policies included 
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selection, (b) from the rise of the guidance or counsel- 

ling movement in high schools and bigher institutions, 

and (e) from the results of the Army program of testing 

draftees and some of the startling conclusions concern- 

ing American youth derived from this program. At present 

these tests are widely given among colleges and universi- 

ties and most of these make some effort to include within 

the testing program all freshmen or all students entering 

the institution for the first time. Frequentl, one or more 

subject matter examinations and personality rating scales 

are given during the saine period. -1-hat the various insti- 

tutions make different amounts of use of these test results 

goes almost without saying. The results are also used for 

different ends or are given different emphases, such as 

close personal guidsnce in one institution, mental hygiene 

for at least some of those who need it in another, and 

advisement oni,' for those s tudents who appear before corn- 

xmLttees on scholarship delinquencies or personal behavior 

problems in others. It may be at least suspected that the 

results are not used at all in some institutions of higher 

learning. 

Tests of every description have been given to 

particular college classes or groups by interested in- 

structors, especially in the departments of psychology and 

education. Complete, partial, but especially rtentative 



interpretatïons of the results of these tests have been 

made--being sometimes excellent contributions to the gen- 

eral field, sometimes adding only to the confusion of this 

field. McConn (57) stated, in 1933, that one of the things 

needed in the testing field in colleges and universities 

was mofe systematic testing of tne same individuals over 

longer periods of time. This is still true today. There 

is also riced for more long-time case history studies of 

students at all educational levels Tin order that the quali- 

ties of these students, such as their interests and attain- 

ments which may persist in kind or in level and those 

which may change, can be followed and their courses pre- 

dicted. 

One phase of or attempt at such a procedure is 

that of the test-retest experiments in both the intelli- 

gence and the subject matter fields which have been made 

by individuai experimenters from time to time on limited 

numbers of students and with different intervals of time 

between the first tests and the retests which followed. 

These intervals have vtríed from one da to a decade. 

ivlost of these experiments involving students at the col- 

lege level bave been made in the intelligence or college 

aptitude field because the testing there has been more 

general and, frequently, the interest bas been greater. 



As a rule, tie quality o± these tests has been better and 

the agreement on their validili;ies more general tkan is the 

case with the educational achievement tests. One of te 
earliest of these studies, if it can be called a test- 
retest studj, was made by Wood (91), who described a series 
of immediate retests with the Tnorndlke Intelligence xami- 

nation for figli School Graduates over the five-year period, 
1919-1924. From tíaese retests, he found a reliability for 
the Thorndike Test of +.85. In 1928, Cowdery (16) pub- 

lished his results of retests of universit students on 

the Thorndike est with intervals varjing from a few days 

to one, two, or three years. lie found hiaher indexes of 

correlation for the shorter intervals than for the longer, 

for example; after a few days of interival, the correlation 
was +.80; after one year, +.75; after two years, +.72; 

and after three years, +.65. Individual changes of score 

varied from -.4 to +2.16 points. None of the changes was 

regarded as statistically significsnt. The dispersion of 

scores on the retest was less than on the original test. 
Cowdery's results (16) indicated that the influence of the 

tibie interval on test-retest scores was relatively small. 

Rogers (67) found in 1930 that college students 

increased their college aptitude test scores as a result 
of their college careers. She used the Thorndike Intel- 
ligence Examination of fifty-six seniors, thirty-five 
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juniors, and. £ift7-five sophomores. The seniors showed 

a gain o 15.36 points; the juniors a gain of 1our points; 

and the sophomores a gain of 2.6 points over their fresh- 

man scores. Rogers (67) understood these gains to show 

the influence of college work in increasing such test 

scores. Wright (92) used six different tests in the mea- 

suretent of fundamental abilities and complex mental 

processes with more than 1100 students dux'ing 1927-1950, 

inclusive. his principal conclusion was that college 

students had not yet reached. full intellectual maturity 

because their test scores increased while the' were in 

attendance. Baldwin (ß) gave the nierican Council on 

ducation Psychological ixamination for College Freshmen 

as a retest to university students over periods of time 

extending from nineteen hours to three years after the 

original tests. He grouped all of these students into 

eight time interval groups between the two tets, how- 

ever. He concluded that college aptitude test scores 

increased generally during the college years, but showed 

a slight drop during the second year. Whitney (88) pub- 

lished the report of a four-year study of 494 students at 

a state teacner's college in 1933. lie found that the level 

of intelligence, as far as it was shown by the test-retest 

scores, rose with the years in attendance at the college. 

WolcottTs study (90), made in 1933, covered five years 
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of rete$tin with the Thorndike Intelligence Examination. 

She used identical forms of the examination on the mdlvi- 

duals who had taken them tkiree-and-a-half years earlier. 

Her resalts showed (a) that the retest scores were substan- 

tially higher than the first test scores, and (b) that the 

gains in these scores were not related directly to the 

quantities of the initial scores, students' ages, or stu- 

dents' grade-point ratios. She found a test-retest relia- 

bilit of +.809 .017, with a tille interval of nearly 

four years. cConnel1 (58) retested sevent, seniors with 

a different form of the American Council on iducation 

Test nearly four years after tneir original testina. He 

found an average gain of 40.4 points out of a possible 

points. This change was held to be statistically 

significant. thost of the larger gains were made by the 

students in the lower half of the original set of scores, 

and may represent changes iì attitude and aggressiveness 

rather than in mental ability or college aptitude. 

In a study reported in 1934, Masters and Upshall 

(56) reported the retestirig of three groups, each con- 

sisting of 125 normal sckool students, on an intelligence 

test. Two groups were retested after six quarters of 

normal school study and one after onl one quarter of work. 

The results showed that these scores did not remain con- 

stant but showed increases after periods of study in 
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schools. These writers attributed some of the gains in 

scores to such factors as test-wiseness, calmer emotional 

conditions, and stronger motivation, but believed that 

these did not account for all of the increases. These 

writers found the gains in college aptitude test scores 

to be larger than those in any of the five subject matter 

achievement tests administered in a similar manner and 

covering a corresponding period of time. 

Taylor (79) also found that there was an increase 

in student aptitude test scores during university resi- 

dence and expressed the belief that the "factors responsi- 

ble for gains are specific for each part of the American 

Council .1*est.hr His conclusion was based on the different 

amounts of gain in the different subtests which were made 

by students in different univex sity curricula. ifartson 

(36) found ari average gain of eleven percentile points 

for 483 seniors, using tìie Obio state University Psychol- 

ogical Examination. Students in the lower half in the ori- 

giflai test gained more in the retest than did those in the 

upper half. he expressed the beliefs (a) that the gains 

in subtests were definitely related to the courses in 

which the students were specializing and (b) that improve- 

ment in intellectual abilities continued during the college 

period in the fields in wnich that period provided 

exercise. Livesay (53) retested fifty university students 
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with the American Council on ducation -est alter almost 

four years of study. .ver individual gained in his or 

her total score, but some showed losses on subtest scores. 

Tne range of gains was froi ii five to ninety-nine points. 

Flory (26) made a comparison of the freshman and senior 

intelligence test scores of seventy-fom college students. 

Fifty-seven of tiese made gains, five made the same scores 

that they had made earlier, and twelve made lower scores 

on the retests. The mean of all the changes was a gain of 

8.6 percentile points, with a standard deviation of 2.15 

such points. Thompson (80) tested a group of high school 

seniors. Eight months later he tested the same group who 

were then classified as college freshmen. The correlation 

index of the total scores was .88; those for the subtest 

scores ranged from .53 to .78. Changes of as many as 

twenty points were found in individual scores. The writer 

expressed the belief that there was one chance in three 

of a retest score being lower than the original test score. 

In 1940 Thorndike (81) published a review of the studies 

made in this whole field of college aptitude retesting be- 

tween 1930 and the date of his article, he found that 

these studies, even with the limited, ranges of most of the 

groups measured and the restricted reliabilities of dif- 

ferent forms of the various different tests "offered 

confirming evidence of the stability of intelligence test 
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performances in adults in fairly stable surroimdings even 

over quite a period of years (81)»' iiany other studies of 

test-retest effects on mental test scores have been made 

with both group and inc.ividual tests at the elementary 

and the high school levels, but these have not been con- 

sidered in this thesis which has been almost entirely res- 

tricted to the co1lee-university level. 

The use of standardized educatiunal achievement 

tests at the college level bas not been widespread, nor 

have the results been looked upon altogether with favor 

In man quarters. Comparatively little extensive and 

systematic work Ibas been done until recently with the com- 

parison of test-and-retest student progress results or 

with the measurement of the retention of the material of 

courses taken earlier. One of the two most extensive 

measurement programs that has been made of student 

progress in general culture and in certain specific fields 

of culture is that set forth in the report of the Carnegie 

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, entitled "The 

Student and. his Knowledge" (51), and reported by Learned 

and Wood. The preliminary work of this studs was done in 

1928 when tests designed to measure tue general knowledge 

essential to anyone who claimed to have a liberal educa- 

tion were given to the seniors in forty-nine Pennsylvania 

colleges and universities. In the same year, the tests 
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were given to 26,548 high school seniors on a somewhat 

experimental basis. In 1930, additional tests of tbe same 

general kind were given to more than 5,000 college sopho- 

mores in forty-nine institutions. The smuie tests were 

given to almost 4,000 college seniors in 1932 arid to 1,500 

high school seniors in l93 and l94. Two 'progress groups" 

for special study were formed in 1934. Une of these was 

made up of tue students who had taken not only the tests 

as high school seniors in 1928 but te two college test 

series in 1930 and l952. This group provided a means of 

following the educational progress of 1,187 students for 

the five sears intervening between their senior years in 

high school and their senior years in college--both in- 

elusive. Because this group had not had th same tests 

in all three years, fine measurement of the progress of 

the group was probably impossible but generalizations were 

open to reasonable inference. A second tprogre3s group" 

was composed of 2,830 students who had taken the identi- 

cal tests given in the colleges in 1930 and 1932. Sum- 

maries of sorne of the conclusions reported in the publica- 

tion resulting from the Carnegie study are given in the 

following paragraphs. 

The combined scores on the genea1 culture test-- 

wnich included general science, foreign literature, fine 

arts, and social studies--showed that the scores of the 
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college seniors were hiher t..an those of the sophomores; 

but that nearly ten per cent of the college seniors did 

less well than the averae high school senior. The 

average high school senior score was below the average 

college sophomore level, but tentí-two per cent of the 

secondary school group surpassed tne college sophoiriores 

and ten per cent, or 150 pupils, exceeded the college 

senior average. students ranked as college sophomores 

made scores ranging from those classified as showing in- 

ferior high school achievement to those attained by only 

the best ten per cent of the college seniors. One of the 

conclusions offered in this study was that tbLs variabil- 

ity showed that there was no present "standard" for the 

various college and university classes or year-groups. 

Further ana1sis showed that the variability within insti- 

tutions was eveii greater taan the variability between 

institutions. 

The "progress groupt' which was teted as a sopho- 

more group in 1930 and as a senior group in 1932 with the 

same test in both instances showed a gain in average 

score in everj subject tested. here was a gain in 

average "total score" in evers institution, in evers age 

group, in every group majoring ir a given subject, and 

in evers prospective occupational group. Twelve colleges 

showed no losses in average scores in any subject. 
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Twenty lost ground in mathemctics, six in ïn1ish libera- 

ture, five in general science, three in fine arts, and 

one each in the social studies and in foreign litera- 

ture. The amount of average gain varied from less than 

one point or question ir! aathernatîcs--with the negligible 

change of the nean of .02 sigma--to 14.8 points in foreign 

literature, with a sima change of .56, or a considerable 

increase. The history and social studies test showed a 

larger point gain than did the test in foreign literature, 

but the sigma value of .49 for t±iis chante was not so 

great. General science showed the lowest average gain of 

any of the subjects of formal study except mathematics. 

English usae, spelling, grammar, and punctuation showed 

fair improveLlents; while English literature and vocabu- 

lary showed the substantial gains of .35 and .37 sigma 

changes over the first tests. 

Examination of the gains and losses of the indi- 

vidual students showed that eighty-five per cent of all 

of the individuals in the second "progress group" increased 

their total test scores in 1932--when the 1930 tests were 

repeated--over what they had been earlier. Even those 

who lost ground in their total scores gained in certain 

subjects. In one college, forty-two per cent of the 

students had lower total scores in 1932 than in 1930; 

in three others, from thirty-one to thirty-eight per cent 



had lower total scores; in eight colleges, from twenty- 

one to twenty-nine per cent made lower scores; while in 

twenty-three of the forty-five colleges concerned, the 

losses ranged from none in five colleges to ten percent 

in others. The gains varied greatl from one institution 

to another just as did the amounts of loss. 

The educational test achievements of the students 

in ten arts colleges that volunteered to give these Carne- 

gie Foundation tets to all four classes in their institu- 

tions have been reported (51). The classes tested 

contained 4,866 students, distributed from freshman to 

senior classes as follows: 1669, 1322, 991, and 884. In 

mathematics, the students In these ten colleges showed a 

distinct downward tendency throughout the four sears in 

every group but the one for which mathematics was the 

major subject of study. The average total score in iglish 

of al]. of the ßtudents in thi$ group of ten arts colleges 
was slightly above the sophomore average in English in 

anot:er and statewide study of college students (51); but 

thisaJ.vantage lay wholly in the spellin, grammar, and 

punctuation sections of the test. ThIs might be expected 

from an arts college course. In vocabulary and in litera- 

ture, the arts students and the sophomores of the state- 

wide stud were almost exactly the same. ïn total nglish 

score, thirty-three per cent of the freshmen scored 
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higher than half of tue seniors and nearly one-third of 

tne seniors were below the freshman median in these arts 
colleges. 

In all of the groups (51) except the engineers, 

the scores in Jng1ish achievement increased on the whole 

between the freshman and the senior years. The largest 

average fresinuan-senior differences in flnglish scores were 

those found for the nglish majors and, also, those for 

the social studies majors. Twentí-nine per cent of the 

fresbrnen who said they expected to specialize in nglish 

made better scores on the test than the average score of 

the senior group who had actually done so; while fifteen 
per cent of the seniors who had actual1 majored in 

.Lnglish made lower scores than seventy-five per cent of 

the freshmen who still bad their major work in nglish 

before them. 

In the vocabulary test (si), there was an 

enormous range of scores. The hihest score made was 

ninety-nine out of the possible one hundred. This was 

reached by members of both the freshman and the senior 

classes. i1even per cent of tae freshmen earned higher 

scores tian seventy-five per cent of the seniors; and 

eleven per cent of those seniors who had majored in 

English secured lower scores than did severity per cent 

of the entire freshman class. 
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The vocabulary scores (51) were highest among the 

E'nglish and the 1anguae groups, and lowest among the engi- 

neering, business, and :nathematics divisions of these 

colleges: but the major subject matter divisions that were 

low in vocabulary scores in these ten arts institutions 

were high in vocabulary score in other institutions, as 

reported in the Carnegie Study. Selection of students 

and emphasis on subject values are, thus, shown to play 

important roles in college students' abilities in word 

knowledge. 

In literary knowledge (51), there was a net dif- 

ference of five points, or a change of .2 sigma, in the 

fresbman and senior classes in the ten-college group. The 

"progress groups in these colleges and in the statewide 

study made the same gain of eight points. The English 

and the foreign language groups in both the statewide 

testing program and in the arts colleges scored highest, 

but the positions of the class or year-group divisions 

were irregular. The engineering group exhibited the most 

constant decline in its averages in literary knowledge 

tests. It was believed the decline would have been the 

same if the same individuals had been involved in the four 

year testing proain in the ten arts colleges. 

In the general culture tests (si), there were 

marked increases in score among students in all fields 
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except engineering. The "progress group" in the colleges 

taking part in the statewide testing prograrn--722 students 

who took the same test as sophomores and as seniors--made 

total general culture scores considerably ahead of those 

of the senior groups in the ten arts colleges studied. 

The report (51) on the achievements of prospec- 

tive teachers in several teachers colleges showed that 

their average scores for all of the tests together were 

below the average total scores for the entire group 

tested; but were higher than the group averages for the 

studenthin the business, art agriculture and secretarial 

departments. The men, constituting about one-third of 

the arts-college teacher group, scored higher in the 

aggregate of the tests than any other large occupational 

group except the engineers, however. The total test 

scores of many prospective teachers fell below the total 

test scores made b the high school seniors. The scores 

of twelve per cent of the high school seniors were above 

the median score of the teachers; and twenty-two per cent 

of the high school seniors had scores above twenty-five 

per cent of the teachers. Thirteen per cent of the high 

school participants scored higher than forty-four per 

cent of the college group. In a 100-word vocabulary test, 

thirty per cent of the teacher group knew fewer than 

fifty words of the test, while twenty-nine per cent of 
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the high school pupils kne fifty or more words. 1his 

vocabulary test was held. to show that nearl eighteen per 

cent of the high school seniors had better vocabularies 

than forty-eight per cent of the prospective teacher group. 

Similar results were found in the science section of the 

test. Fifteen per cent of the high school pupils who 

were majoring in science had scores superior to forty per 

cent of the comparable prospectivo teacher group; and 

seventeen per cent of the teacher specialists showed lower 

scores than thirty-one per cent of the high school pupils. 

A swumary of the results from this extensive 

study (51) shows that the author arrived at the following 

conclusions: (a) 'student knowledge and progress can be 

iïieasured effectively; (b) greater emphasis should be 

placed on self-education; (e) the present standards of 

time and credits should be modified; Cd) there should be 

a greater concentration of attention on such things as 

originality, ínsight, understanding, and tolerance rather 

than so much on knowledge of facts and on memory.' These 

involve, obviously, a re-emphasis ori some of the much 

earlier ideals of education which were abandoned in the 

intervening decades and centuries by many educators but, 

fortunately, not by all. 

Two minor studies growing out of the Carnegie 

Foundation Study were those of hartmann and Barrick (35) 
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and of Gebert (27). Hartmann and Barrick (35) published 

the resLlts of the administration of one forni of the Car- 

negie General Culture Test to seventy college students as 

sophomores and again as seniors. The two sets of scores 

were closely similar in all ways. The mean score of the 

senior group was closely similar to that of the sophomore 

group, the rather wide gains on some subtests being off- 

set bj equally wide losses on others. i-ossible ex- 

planations of their results offered by these writers 

were: (a) sophomores were more prone to guess while the 

seniors did not answer questions of w:iich they were not 

quite sure; (b) tke validities ofrts of the test were 

questioned because some of the test material did discrimi- 

nate between the knowledge of the sophomores and of the 

seniors even though the results from these parts were 

buried in the whole test; and (c) a seeming lack of 

parallelism of trie knowledge asked for in the test and 

the life objectives of the students themselves was 

brought up for questioning. 

A comparison of the results from these tests (35) 

and results from similar tests given to some freshman and 

sophomore classes--as classes and not as the same indivi- 

duals in two different years--showed that the freshmen 

were noticeably below the sophomores in both total and 

subtest means, except in general science. In this field 
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of general science, the two college classes were practi- 

call equal to each other and, to the members of the senior 

class as measured in the Carnegie Study. 

In the 25th Annual Report (l32) of the Carnegie 

Foundation (50), Learned stated that the general culture 

information of all four of the college classes or sear- 

groups was approxiïiiatel at the same level. In 1938, 

Gebert (27) reported on the use of the Carnegie General 

Cu1tme Test in two denominational colleges i comparison 

with the earlier reported results from the use of these 

tests throughout quite a. large number of colleges and 

universities. He found that the conclusions to be derived 

from his results were the same as those rrom the larger 

studies, but did call attention to the greater variability 

of the scores of the students at the upper college levels. 

Other studies which repeated some of the earlier 

stadies and conclusions are presented below. Jessup (43) 

reported, in 1936, some partial results and a few conclu- 

sions along the same lines as the other studies based on 

the work of the Carnegie Foundation (51). Strang (78) 

suimnarized some of the studies of tbe amounts of reten- 

tion of subject matter among students at the various school 

levels and under various conditions, but included only 

the study of the Carnegie Foundation (si) as a test-re- 

test study. The principal points to which she called 
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attention were: (a) tne small superiority of college 
senirs over college freshmen ori the Carnegie Foundation 

tests; (b) the loss by college students o± subject matter 
learned in elementary and high school; (c) the large loss 
of subject knovdedge within a few months after a course 

is completed; (cl) tbe probably great ease with which this 
material could be relearned; (e) the questionable relia-. 
bility of the test items as shown b the great fluctua- 
tion among the scores made on these different items; 

( f) the wide range of accomplishment among college students 
of the same year-groups; and (g) the wide ranges of accomu- 

plishmnent both within one institution and between institu- 
tions. McConn (57) wrote a popular report of some of the 

samae immaterial in a soìi1ewhat spectacular form. Jatson (86) 

called attention to some of the implications of the Carne- 

gie Foundation study, based on a citation of some of its 
more outstanding statistics. he cited, for example, the 

statement tnat only eighty-five per cent of the students 

tested made gains as seniors over their sopriomore records 

while fifteen per cent actually lost, according to the 

test scores. Pressey (60) swmnarized one aspect of this 
whole field of student retention with the statement that 
the lapse of one year suffices to produce a loss of from 

fifty to eighty' per cent of the material known at the end 

of a course. 



A 1940 CarnegIe Study report, by Learned and 

Hawkes (52), cited an experiment made by three different 

Pennsylvania high schools and based on the suggestions for 

improvement in teaching methods brought out by the earlier 

Carnegie Study (51). These three schools established a 

plan which did not demand the acquiring of course credits, 

the taking of course tstestsfl, or the obtaining of course 

"marks". Each course was outlined for the three years 

in high school, and each pupil worked uninterruptedly in 

every field throughout the three years. The high school 

curriculum remained unchanged. The chief purpose of the 

plan was to give a relative permanence to a pupil's 

knowledge. A series of objective examinations was given 

each pupil, and a record was kept of the results. 

Seventy-eight of the 135 pupils in the experi- 

mental group were admitted to forty-six different col- 

leges on the basis of the records made on the objective 

examinations given in high school. An effort was made 

to follow up these students in college with the compre- 

hensive tests already applied in high school, but not 

all of the seventy-eight students could be reached for 

this purpose. Forty-seven individuals, who could be 

found, took the tests during their sopìx,more years and 

senior years in college. These students had been mea- 

sured four times with identical tests -- during their 
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junior and senior years in high school and their sophomore 

ar. senior years in college. Various tests from the Co- 

opeative Test Service were given each year and recorded 

on the stand:rds achieved b, Pennsylvania college seniors. 

In college, the tests used were in mathematics, general 

science, history, fine arts, foreign literature, English 

literature, and vocabulary (52). 

A control group was used for comparison in the 

high school years. "The experimental group was well 

ahead of the control group!s final score in social studies 

and science, and only slightly below in fine arts arid 

foreign literature -- two subjects in which more of the 

high school instruction cornes late»' .Lhe total score 

of the experimental group led the total score of the 

control group by about two-tenths of te senior sigma 

(52). 

As high school juniors, the forty-seven indivi- 

duals who were contacted in college were somewhat, but 

not far, below the achievement of the average kennsyl- 

vania college senior. The next year, they averaged 

forty-nine points (one-half sigma) above the Pennsylvania 

college senior mean. l96, as college sophomores, 

the average of their four tests was one full sigma above 

the mean of the college seníors. ln 1938, when they were 

college seniors, this was further increased in all sub- 



jects except mathematics. outstanding field for these 

forty-seven students was fine arts; but the greatest gain 

froii the beginning had. been in the field of foreign litera- 

ture (52). Comments made about the procedure by both 

students and faculty were favorable. 

Another study related to this whole field of mea- 

suring the outcomes of college attendance but measuring 

different factors was that of Herriott (39). he found 

from extensive measurements that (a) previous prepara- 

tion, (b) intellience, (e) study habits, (d) an eval- 

uative attitude, and (e) a persevering attitude were 

related positively to college scholastic success and that 

a dependent attitude was related negatively to such 

success. 

Partially as an outgrowth of the testing program 

of the Carnegie Foundation for the dvancemeiit of Teach- 

1CL), a "nation-wide College Sophomore Testing Program" 

was begun in l952 under the sponsorship of a "Committee 

on ducational Testing with the Cooperation of the 

Cooperative Test Service, The Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of eaching, the Educational Aecords Bureau, 

The Columbia University statistical Bureau, and the Inter- 

national Business dachies Corporation." Some of the 

principal educators assisting were Dr. B. .I.) Wood, Dr. 

E. F. Lindquist, and Dr. G. . Ruch. Under this 
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program, certain parts of the sophomore tests given pre- 

viously in The Carnegie Study were given to 18,134 students 

in the different undergraduate classes in 19'1O colleges 

and universities in thirty-eight states, and other tests 

were given to high school and elementary school pupils in 

several states in the spring of 1932. A progress or ten- 

tative report of the results of part of this program was 

published in the autumn of 1932 (1). The tests given 

generally during this year at the college level were an 

intelligence test (Otis S-A) and the general culture, the 

general science, and the English tests from The Carnegie 

Study. .ihe sponsoring committee stated in its report that 

it sought to throw light on the needs, capacities, and 

problems of the students rather than to furnish Institu- 

tional comparisons. l2he principal conclusion from this 

report was that: "Sorne of the freshmen were far above 

the averae of the sophomores and some of the sopLomores 

Lar below the average of the freshmen. The same relation 

existed between the sophomores and the seniors and be- 

tween each of the other adjacent classes." 

In the 1933 report on this sophomore testing 

program (2), it was stated that 'in only one of the five 

colleges that tested all four classes did the class 

averages rise without regression fromxi the freshman to 

the senior class, but in none of these five colleges 
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were the differences between the class averages large in 

comparison with the variabiiit viithin clasees or in corn- 

parîson with the differences between correspondLg cless 

averages in different colleges. The over1appin' between 

the sophomore test results and the high school senior 

test results was similar to that found among the different 

college year-levels.' The tests used in the 1933 program 

were constructed b the Cooperative Test ervice; and in- 

cluded teflts in inglish literature, generai culture, 

general science, mathematics, and foreign language. In 

the 1934 report (3), a mucn larger iist of tests in dif-. 

ferent subject-fields was shown. The tests added to the 

1934 testing program were the Cooperative U.'ests in fhysics, 

Chemistry, Zooloj, Botany, Geology, and Contemporary 

Affairs. wide variations among individuals in all of the 

various tests were still found. Results from the first 

"retestingT' to be reported in the Sophomore Testing Pro- 

gram were published in 1934 on the Cooperative Physics 

Test. This was given to students on entering a college 

physics course and again after completion of one semester's 

work. The results of this "retest' and those of a similar 

program in 1935 (4) "were thought to be most promising" 

because they showed growth in physics achievement after a 

one-semester course in the subject. The results on the 

different divisions of the physics test showed that in 
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uimecuianiesH about twenty per cent of the students at the 

beginning were above the average of the class t the end 

of the seniester; and in both "mechanics" and Uheatht, one 

student at the beginning of the course achieved a score 

which was gained b, only the highest two per cent of the 
class at the end of the course. In ftheatU and Itsoundt?, 

over five per cent of the students received pre-study 

scores wiLich were hiaher than the post-study average score 

for the entire group that took the test. The later general 

reports of the Sophomore Testing Program for 1935, 1936, 

1937, 1938, and 1939 were very similar to the 1934 report 
and presented few, if any, new conclusions (4,9,23,24, 

18). 

Since 1930, several individual studies have been 

reported on tne retention of information learned in 

various college courses over different periods of time. 

One of these studies was made by Johnson (44), who tested 
students in subject matter knowledge after a couxse in 

botany was completed and then at intervals of three to 

twenty-seven months beyond tile completion of the course. 

The test used was developed front previous final exam!- 

nations of the objective type, given over some years in 

a course in general botany. The twenty-four freshmen 

entering the year-course in general botany attained a 

pre-test median score of 5.5; but this score was raised to 
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205 at the completion of the course. Three months after 

the end of the course (which covered a college year), 

the median score for the same twenty-four students was 

110.5; fifteen months later, it was fifty-three for twenty- 

nine students coming within the boundaries of the experi- 

ment; and twenty-séven months after the completion of the 

course, the median score for twenty-two of the original 

stidents had dropped to forty-nine. This showed the rate 

of loss to be quite rapid during the first fifteen months 

after the completion of the course, with a gradual de- 

clime afterwards. Cederstrom (12) reported, ïn 1930, 

on the retention of the information gained in a college 

course in zoology. As measured by his own information 

scales, he found that the students retained - after one 

year of elapsed time - from sixty per cent tó eighty per 

cent of the knowledge that they had acquired during the 

course. He found the amounts, but not the percentages, 

of retention after one year to be proportionate to the 

amounts of gain shown at the completion of the course over 

those at the beginning. Eurich (25) retested students 

six and nine months beyond the completion of a course in 

general pscho1ogy and found the mean scores to be, res- 

pectively, ninety and seventy-five per cent of the mean 

test score at the end of the course. Thj8 author (Eurich) 

stated that "while relatively high correlations were 
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obtained between scores on the final examination and the 

retests, no tendenpy is apparent Íor students who retain 

absolutely more psycho1ogj than others to retain also 

relatively more of the knowledge they possessed at the 

close of the course." Cook and Koeniner (15) "measured 

the learning outcomes" in introductory sociology by 

giving pre-tests and end-tests covering information, 

attitudes, and critical thinking. They reported that 

'gains in information ranged from 11.5% to twenty per 

cent of the possible score; and that gains in critical 

thinking ranged from 1.4% to 3.5% of the possible score.' 

Watson (87) made a study of the material retained in an 

elementary psychology course after intervals of two to 

fifty-eight months. The group of 100 students was divided 

into six sections of from ten to thirty-three persons and 

tested for three delay periods by typical examination 

questions for both recognition and. recall of material 

learned. It was found that forgetting increased with time, 

but that a point of complete forgetting was not reached 

after a lapse of nearly five years. Tbroughout the delay 

periods the recall curves dropped rather abruptly and 

progressivelj while the recognition curves decreased more 

gradually. As the retention periods increased in length, 

the ratio of recognition to recall scores increased in 

favor of tne greater retention shown by means of the 
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recognition method. Ansbacher (5) rather severely attacked 

the statement in atson's paper (87) that about fifty 
per cent of trie mateial learned is recognized correctly 
after the lapse of nearl five years»' He pointed out 

that, in making this statement, atson did not make clear 

whether he meant material learned specifically in the 

course or material learned both in and outside of the 

course. An2bacher stated that, if matson meant material 

learned specifically in the course, the amount retained 

should have been twenty-seven per cent rather than fifty 
per cent for re neglected to take the performance of the 

control group into account. Whether Watson or Ansbacher 

is correct, they have called attention to a factor which 

should be controlled in. such exprirnents as far as this 

is possible. 
The influence of previous training in related 

classes upon performance in college courses has been re- 
ported by Cederatrom (13), Eurich (25), arid Hickett (64) 

among others. Cederatrorn (13) found, in 1931, that 

students who had had. a course in zoology in high school 

had a pronounced lead over others who had not had such a 

course at the beginning of a college course in zoology; 

but that, as the college course continued, this lead was 

reduced or even overcome. In most instances, thestudents 

who had had the high school course were below those who 
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had not had such a course in Linal attainment in the col- 

lege class as well as in gains made durinß the college 

course itself. The report by urich (25) in 1934 showed 

correlations ranging from .13 to .40 between test scores 

in general psychology and final marks in educational psy- 

chology, and implied that there is little justification 

for maintaining that general psychology is an absolute 

prerequisite for educational psychology. Rickett (64), 

after testing students at the beginning and at the end of 

a freshiian couise in biology, reported in 1940 that there 

was no difference between te achievements of students who 

had bad previous work in btlogy and those who had not. 

In toe first testing, astonishirg ignorance and confused 

tninking were found to be widespread along the students; 

this condition was still present, though decreased in 

amount, in the second testing. Wakeham (85) found little 

if any effect of a high school chemistry course in success 

in college chemistry courses. He (85) found that high 

scnool mathematics courses and physics courses were as 

helpful in college chemistry courses as were high s chool 

chemistry courses. 

In 1934, Upshall and Masters (82) gave achieve- 

ment tests in history, geography, English, nd arithme- 

tic to all students entering a normal school and retested 

125 of these stients two years later at the completion of 
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their normal school Nork. These students who were retested 

on subject matter knowledge were those who had failed to 

make scores on the entering tests of subject matter know- 

ledge which satisfied the institution of the qualifica- 

tians of these students for becoming teachers. his group, 

on the retesting, stili rriade lower total scores than did 

those who had passed the qualifying tests at entrance, but 

they made percentage gains in scores on their second tests 

in comparison with their entrance tests from two to five 

tixes as reat as did the members of the qualifying group 

who were retested for experimental purposes. A large part 

of this result was due to the fact that these students who 

failed the first test had more room for improvement than 

those who passed it the first tiïie that thej took it. 

Green (29) found, in 1931, that college students 

who had taken courses in zoology, pscho1ogy, and phy- 

siological cheaistry lost, during the surrmer vacation, 

approximately one-half of what they had. learned in the 

elementary courses. he retested 1064 students in the 

autumn with the final examinations they had taken three 

months before. T-e correlations between the test and 

retest scores were .708 for zoology, .412 for psychology, 

and .434 for chemistry, ttwjth significantly small pro- 

bable error." In 1924, Powers measured the retention of 



high school chemistry by testing students entering college 

courses in chemistry ana. found results strikingly similar 

to those reported by Green (29). 

$omewhat in contrast with these studies on the 

carry-over value of high school training in specific sub- 

jects are the studies of the relationships of high school 

grade averages to college grade averages. Typical of such 

studies are those of Hawks (37) and of Jones and Laslett 

(45). Hawks found a correlation of about .60 between 

average high school grades and first semester and first 
year college grades. He found the four-year high school 

averages to yield better predictions than three-year 

"senior high school" averages. cones and Laslett (45) 

found that high school grading sstens even in one state 
vary greatly and that when these are placed on a comparable 

basis, the prediction of four-year college grade averages 

is increased. They found a correlation of .65 when the 

high school grade averages (as measures of industry) were 

combined with fresiiíian scholastic aptitude test scores to 

yield a predicted four-ïear grade average in comparison 

with the four-year grade averages actually xrade by these 

sanie students. In this whole field of prediction of 

college scholastic averages are some dozens of similar 

studies of which these two are more or less typical. 

Glatfelter (28) presented some conclusions in this field 
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watch are different froi those ordinarily found. e ex- 

pressed the belief that the scores made by high school 

seniors or entering college freshmen in nlish tests are 

as valuable for the prediction of success in college as 

are (a) the pupils' high school records or (b) their scores 

on the American Council on .ducation Psychological ami- 

nation. According to this author (Glatfelter), the usage 

part of the Cooperative .nglish Test has as much value 

within itself asapredictive factor as the whole test does. 

It has as much prognostic value for prediction of success 

in the freshman course in .nglish composition as it has for 

general scholastic success during the freshrnan year (28). 

Less extensive in their conclusions were Wagner and Strabel 

(84) and lianna (34) who found the Cooperative .nglish Test 

scores and high school grades in nglish to correlate 

about equally well with success in college nglish and, 

thereiore, to be as use1'i1 as predictive measures. The 

earliest studies on the prediction of college scholar- 

ship known to the writer of this thesis are those of 

Rivett (66) and of Scates (69), both of which appeared in 

1924. 

Typical of a large number of studies made of 

swmner-tinie forgetting on the elementary, junior high 

school, and senior high school levels were those of Kirby 

(48), Kramer (49), and Schrepel and Laslett (71). Kirby's 
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study, made during 1911 and 1912, studied the effect of the 

summer vacation on ability in arithmetic problems in 

addition and division with elementary school pupils. 11e 

found that, while there was a noticeable loss in the Sep- 

tember results over the June results, thirty minutes of 

practice in the autumn brought the median performance of 

the group almost to the median score of the same group 

at the close of school in the preceding June. Kramer 

(49) made a study of the effect of the summer vacation 

on the reading and arithmetic abilities of 150 pupils. 

The pupils showed a negligible loss in arithmetic know- 

ledge and a na1l gain in reading knowledge. 

Schrepel and Laslett reported a more comprehen- 

sive study in 1936 (71). Seventy-two junior high school 

pupils were given form 11V" of the New Stanford Achieve- 

ment Test in May and form W" fourteen weeks later. 

Forty-nine others were given forni "We in the spring and 

after fourteen weeks. 11 of them were given the Lo8 

Angeles Diagnostic Tests in Arittmetic, also, under the 

same conditions. No serious losses of subject-matter were 

found. Gains were shown In fourteen of the group and sub- 

test divisions out of the twenty-two such divisions. 

Slight losses were shown in the 'rote' subjects, but small 

amounts of drill were all that were required to overcome 

these. 



Typical of relearning experiments after periods of 

no practice, but involving a longer period of elapsed time 

than any of the others, was Hill's (40) study on relearn- 

Ing the use of the typewriter after twenty-five years of 

practically no practice. The relearning situation was 

closely similar to the original learning situatin. The 

curve of relearning showed, throughout, a higher level of 

proficiency, a more rapid rise, and greater fluctuations 

than did the earlier curve of learning, thus indicating 

some retention after even a quarter of a century. 

Part 2 The Surve' of Test Results in .nglish 

In the study of test-retest results and of the 

products of direct training, one finds, among others, the 

report by Rentners (63) who tested the growth of 878 stu- 

dents in a course in freshman Jnglish. These students were 

tested iii eptomber, 1933, at the beginning of the semester 

and again in January at the completion of one semester of 

study. The growth of all students in total ability in 

EngLish, as measured by the test, was .56 of a standard de- 

viation. The corresponding percentile scores showed a 

growth from an average percentile score of fifty to a per- 

centile score of approximately seventy-one. The average 

growth in each of the seven abilities represented in the 
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test shoved spelling arid. punctuation to have had the great- 

est amount Of growth; and the other abilities in the order 

below: grammatical classification, sentence structure, 

paragraph readin, recognition of grammatical errors, and 

vOcabular/. The freshmen in the School of ±hysica1 .duca- 

tion had the lowest average of any school in the university 

studied in September and showed the greatest gains on the 

retest, a gain of 1.13 standard deviations. The only other 

school showing a marked deviation from the total average 

gain was the 4chool of Civil Engineering, where the total 

average gain was .73 of a standard deviation. The results 

showed that the inferior and superior students remained in 

their original rankings, but that the inferior stuaents 

made more growth. It was believed that this was due to a 

weakness of the test i not providing more chances for a 

display of growth by the superior students. 

VVilllamson (89) gave the 1933 form of the Co- 

operative ng1ïsh Test to 133 college freshmen upon their 

entrance to college and twenty-one months later retested 

them with the 1934 form of the same test. The average gain 

for men in "usage'1 was 11.12; in 11spe1ling 3.91; in 

9vocabu1ary', 3.50; and in "total nglish", 17.04. The 

average gain for women in 
tlagI was 9.34; in "spelling", 

-0.42; in "vocabulary", 3.46; and in "total ±ng1ish", 

13.04. The tables of data showed a greater gain for the 
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men, but the women made hi.her scores on the tests. In- 

teresting differences were shown in this study (89) be- 

tween students enrolled in n4ish courses and those not 

so enrolled. The group of students who had carried no 

Enlish ii college gained almost as much as did those who 

had. taken the five unit sequences ir literature and corn- 

position and as much as a group credited with three units 
of' composition work. In their conclusions, the authors 

stated that "in general, the magnitude of the cain tended 

to be inversel proportional to the score made on the 

original test." This studi was made in 1935. Another 

study made in the same year was that of Hoa, and Bebout 

(41) In which tiie Cooperative nlish Test was used to 

measure the improvement in nglish after a year's instruc- 
tion. The results showed considerable improvement. In 

essay-writin5, it was shown that weak students Improved 

markedly while superior students did viork of lower stan- 
dard than at the beinnin of the year. Jefferson, Glenn 

and Gottman (42) in i95, found b retesting college fresh- 
xren who had just completed a year's study In nglish that 
the students improved niore in purposiveness, fluency, and 

organization thi they did i. the mechanics of .nglish 
although the major emphasis of the course was on the 

mechanical elements. 

Guiler (31) reported the results of initial 
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English tests and retests given to university fresbmen 

in the fall of 1930. The test given covered the fol- 

lowing units of nglish instruction: (1) spelling, (2) 

capitalization, (3) punctuation, (4) sentence organiza- 

tion, (5) sentence structure, and (6) grammatical usage. 

The students were divided into two groups, one of which 

received remedial instruction in English, while the other 

received no remedial instruction. The students in both 

groups were retested both six and sixteen months after 

the one group had completed the remedial course. The 

results showed that both groups of students made con- 

siderable improvement in each of the four fields of 

learning tested, but t:ie progress made by the remedial 

group was more marked than that made by the non-remedial 

group. In each of the fields above, except capitalization, 

the remedial group retained more information over the 

six months and the sixteen months periods than did the 

non-remedial group. The amount retained between the 

six month retest arMI the sixteen month retest showed 

losses in capitalization and in punctuation, and a slight 

gain ir sentence structure and grammatical usage for the 

remedial group. The non-remedial group showed larger 

losses over the sarde period except for a slight gain in 

the grammatical usage section of the test. The intel- 

ligence quotients of the non-remedial group were several 



points higher than those of the remedial group. Guiler 

concluded tnat "the effect of intei1ience on ability 
to profit by remedial instruction varied with the units 

in which reinediation was attempted. " He (31) accredited 

the marked improvement and the greaterpermanence of 

learning of the remedial group to the individual diag- 

nosis and instruction which each student in this group 

reccived. In 1932 and 1934, Guiler reported two other 

studies, (30,33) made on this 1930 freshman group. The 

135 students whocompleted the remedial work in sentence 

structure were retested at the completion of the course. 

Their scores were raised from a level below the twelfth 

grade median to a standard far above the median of the 

entire fres1ian class (30). The 163 freshmen who took 

remedial work in grammatical usage showed, on the retest, 
an improvement which brought them above the sophomore 

average on the test (33), which is what one might rea- 

sonably expect in the case of direct instruction. 
Clark (14) investigated -- over a period of four 

years -- the gains made b college freshmen under two du- 

ferent rietiiods of nglish instruction. 0ne group was given 

formal instruction and the other a wealth of reading, with 

frequent discussions of the ideas provoked by the .nateria1 

read. The group receiving the course emphasizing reading 

and discussion made superior gains iii spelling, punctuation, 
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and grxnar; while the other groups shoved superi3r gains 

in diction. 
Kierzek (47) gave the Inland Empire P1aceuent 

Test in ng1ish to a large group of Íreshinen entering 

college in 1929, and retested the sanie students after they 

had had a quarter-sear work in nglish. The test consisted 

of five parts: spelling, punctuation, gramniatical re- 
lationships, gramnatical nomenclature, and usage. The 

8O students who took both the intia1 test and the 

"retest" made a total of 30,659 errors on the first 
testing and 18,101 errors on the "retest". As shown by 

the "retest", forty per cent of the errors made on the 

first test were not made after the three months of study 

in English. almost all of these students improved their 
scores on the retest, but a few made lower scores. The 

same type of investigation was made the next year and 

similar results were found. 

The results of the English testing as reported 

in the 1935 College Sophomore Testing Program (4) are 

typical of the results obtained during each of the eight 

years in which the program has functioned. The Coopera- 

tive English Test was given to sophomores in ninety-three 

different colleges in thirty-five states and the scores 

were compared with the scores made by high school pupils 

on the same test. Thile the average score for the total 



group of co11ee sophomores was above the average score of 

high school pupils, there w . s a ¿reat variation of scores 

among the students of the different colleges. Ln two col- 

leges, the sophomore median was below the median for ninth 

grade pupils; in one of these colleges, about seventy-five 

per cent of the sophomores were below the ninth grade 

median. In eit other colleges, the sophomore median 

was below the tenth grade median. -n the testing of all 

four college classes in different institutions, it was 

found that the variation of scores within a single college 

was frequently greater even than the variations between 

colleges. In nglish, therc were "about half as many very 

good students in the freshman as in the senior class, and 

about half as many very poor students in the senior class 

as in the freshman dass»' No retests of the same indivi- 

duals were made with the hnglish test in this program, 

but the results pres2nted are of interest in that they 

prove a need for retesting in order that the growth of 

students as a whole and of each student as an individual 

may be measured throuhout tìeir college careers. 

The English sections of the State-Wide Testing 

Program in kennsylvania, as reported in the Carnegie study 

(51), are worthy of niore detailed consideration than was 

given to them earlier in this report. The English test 

used included 150 points on language usage--spelling, 
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grammar, and punctuation-- 'in the forlil of errors to be 

recognized in a passage of proof. Besides these, there 

was a vocabulary test of 100 wods, and 200 questions on 

1iterar' knov1edge. The sopomore-senior "progress roup1 

of 2,83O college students tested in 1930 as sophomores and 

again in 1932 as seniors showed average gains of .25 sigma 

in spelling; .28 sigma in grammar; .18 sigma in punctuatior 

.37 siUrn a in vocabulary; and .35 sigma in literature. 

Those students of this group who majored in nglish showed 

an increase of thirty points in their total English score, 

or an increase of slightly more than one-half sigma. The 

gain in literary knowledge for these .nglish majors was 

fifteen points or .63 sigma; in vocabulary, nine words in 

a total of 100, or .48 sigma; and in usage, nine points in 

a total of 150, or .29 sigiria. seven of the arts colleges 

had students majoring in nglish who did not reach the 

state-wide sophomore median of all students examined in 

that subject regardless of major. In five other colleges, 

the senior group fell below the sophomore mean in sorne 

part of the test. In two colleges the senior average in 

nglish was actuallj below the general mean in the sopho- 

more test, and in one college the two coincide. such 

indications throw a great light on what 1majoring' in a 

subject means to the ïng1ish depurtiìents of these insti- 

tutions (51)»' 



The students of the 1932 "progress group" in the 

Carnegie Foundation report who majored in natural science 

in the arts and technical schools gained less than one- 

half sigma in inglish but were above the mean for the 

1930 "progress group". Those students in the teachers' 

colleges who majored in science gained more sigma points 

than the art and technical group but, in their senior 

years, were still below the group" median for 

1930. 

The ten arts colleges that tested all four 

classes or year-groups showed a group median for total 

score in nglish which was slightly above the state- 

wide sophomore average. In analyzing the part scores, 

it was found that the group median for all four classes 

was above the sophomore average in spelling, grammar, 

and punctuation; but slightly below it in vocabulary 

and literature. Tiiirty-three per cent of the freshmen 

scored higher than half of the seniors and nearly one- 

third of the seniors were below the freshmen median. 

Progress was shown in every part-score in the English 

test from the freshman to the senior year without retro- 

gression except in punctuation and literature. In these, 

there was a slight drop in the score for the sophomore. 

year. The total scores in Jnglish showed a steady gain in 

median score from the freshman through the senior year. 
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The total English score for the students in the schools of 

education did not reach the state-wide sophomore mean. 

Those in the prospective teacher group that took both 

tests--330 students--showed considerable gains in total 

English scores from their sophomore to their senior years 

and, as seniors, reached the sophomore median for the 

whole "progress group" of which they were a part. 

The Iprog53 group" in these ten colleges--that 

is, the 722 students who were tested both as sophomores 

and as seniors--had average scores in English that were 

above the average scores of the ten-college group as a 

whole; but the sophomore-senior differences were almost 

the same for each group--.41 and .43 of the sophomore 

si gma. 

The class scores of the major-subject groups in 

these ten arts colleges showed that the students who were 

majoring in English ii.de better total English scores than 

any other major-subject group. The next highest scores 

were made by the group majoring in foreign languages. 

In every major-subject group, except engineering, the 

total English scores increased, on the whole, between the 

fresbman and senior years. The largest gains in total 

scores from the freshman to the senior year were ruade by 

the group majoring in social studies and the group 

majoring in English. Each group made a gain of about .5 
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sigma. Twenty-nine per cent of the freshmen students who 

expected to major in .nglish made average scores on the 

whole nglish test that were above the average score of the 

seniors who had completed their course in inglish. Fifteen 

per cent of the seniors who had majored in ng1ish made 

total nnglish scores that were lower than those made by 

seventy-five per cent of the freshmen who intended to 

major in nglish. 

The vocabulary scores of the ten-college group 

showed that the average sophomore identified fifty-three 

of the 100 words in the test, and that the average senior 

recognized sixty of te 100 words. The score of ninety- 

nine out of tne possible 100 points was reached by students 

in both the freshman and the senior groups. The "progress 

groupt' in the ten colleges identified fifty-four words on 

the first testing and sixty-two on the retest--a gain of 

.45 sigma. Further analysis of the vocabulary scores for 

all four college classes showed that eleven per cent of 

the freshmen earned scores that were higner than those 

made by seventy-five per cent of the seniors. .i1even per 

cent of the seniors who had majored in nglish made vo- 

cabulary scores that were lower than those made by seven- 

ty per cent of the entire freshman class. The best 

vocabulary scores were made b the groups majoring in 

En1ish and in foreign languages; the lowest scores were 
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made by the groups majoring in engineering, business, and 

mathematics. Vhen the results from each ol' the ten parti- 

cipating colleges were studied separately, it was found 

that (a) in general, the smaller the group, the more ir- 

regular or varied were the class scores; (b) sometimes 

the natural science group made hiher vocabulary scores 

than the English majors in the same college and sometimes 

lower scores; and (c) sometimes the ave:age vocabulary 

scores showed a regular increase from year-group to year- 

group throughout the four years, sometimes a regular de- 

crease, and sometimes an irregular series of gains and 

losses. 

In the schools education, it was found that 

thirty per cent of the students kne; fewer than fifty 

words of the 100-word vocabulary test, while twenty-nine 

per cent of the high school pupils who were given the 

saine test recognized fifty or more words. Nearly eid- 

teen per cent of the seniors just leaving high school 

made better scores on the vocabulary test than forty- 

eight per cent of the teacher-college group who had 

finished their requirements for teacning. Only two out of 

the twenty-four institutional groups of education students 

made average scores that were above the state-wide average 

in this vocabulary test. 

The results of the test on literary knowledge 
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showed that the gain of all major-subject groups combined 

was .2 sigma, or five points, from the freshman through 

the senior year. Both the "proess group11 of these ten 

colleges and that of the state-wide testing program made 

a gain of eight points between test and retest in liter- 

ary knowledge. The literature scores of the ten-college 

"progress grOups' were higher than those of the separate 

classes on both the initial test and the retest. The 

groups majoring in nglish and in foreign languages scored 

higher in literar knowledge than any other major-subject 

groups, but the positions of the class or year-group divi- 

sions covered a wide range. The 273 students who majored 

in engineerLag showed the most consistent decline over the 

four-year period in scores on literary knowledge. Tne 

average of each class in the school of engineering was be- 

low the stabe-wide sophomore average for this test. The 

senior and the sophomore averages for the sixteen students 

in this group of engineers who were in the 'progress 

group1' show practically no gain at all--.07 sigma. In 

contrast with tuis general result, the literary knowledge 

scores of 100 engineering students in one of the partici- 

pating colleges, made on tests given them in their sopho- 

more and seniDr years showed a gain of .56 sina. This is 

quite different from the changes in the literary imowledge 

scores of the engineering students in the whole ten arts 
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colleges considered as a whole. The difference was be- 

lieved to be due to differences in the attitudes of both 

the students and the faculty toward the values of .nglish 

in a general education (51). 

Fart 3 The .ffectiveness of Courses in 

Iing1ish Composition 

There is a deep and somewhat general dissatis- 

faction (55) with the state of unpreparedness In the use 

of nglish in which the college freslùiìan is commonly 

found; and a belief, in some colleges at least, that this 

condition is growing worse. There is held to be (55) a 

definite need for a better understauidirg between the high 

schools and colleges about the teaching of nglish lan- 

guage usage and composition -- with the assumption that, 

if the high schools can not provide the necessary train- 

ing, the colleges should and must. The institutions of 

higler education are desirous of conditions under which 

the college freshman (55) maj start his nglish work at 

a higher level than has been possible and pursue it 

farther in his college courses, in contrast with the be- 

lief which is held b many people that the average fresh- 

man actually needs training in the most elementary tools 

of thouht and expression. On the other hand, at least 
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one study indicates that the fault lies only in part with 

the teachers of high school nglish composition because 

some of the college teachers of English have had little or 

no better success in instillîng proper inglish usage into 

their students than have the hi school teachers (7). 

This viewpoint has been given further emphasis by the 

Ringaldas (65) who condemned the college instructors 

severely for bad teacning. this, they said (65), was as 

much the cause of student failure in the fresbman year as 

lack of earlier satisfactory preparation. These authors 

(65) believed, as do numerous other critics of education, 

that each teacher should teach his students what they do 

not know of his subject regardless of previous preparation. 

Furthermore, performance of students in the freshman 

coriposition courses in which they were enrolled after they 

had had the subfresbman course showed that the subfresh- 

man course did notprepare them well for bhe regular 

courses or enable most of them to pass the placement test 

for these composition courses successfully even though 

these students had been passed in the subfreshman course 

arid automatically became eligible for the freshman nglish 

courses (7). Some institutions have "leaving examinatîons 

in riglish language usage, but most institutions have aban- 

doned this kind of examination at present. In many cases, 

it had become little more than a gesture. The quality of 
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nglish language used by many college seniors and recent 

graduates leaves, obviously, much to be desired. éither 

is the quality of inglish used by older adults beyond 

criticism. Schonell (70) found that, in tests of English 

usage given to 447 college students and 151 older adults, 

the older adults earned the same average scores as the 

first-year college students and slightly lower scores tn 
those of the second-year students. 

Campbell (11), for one, has recommended that the 

traditional college nglish couises be done away with 

because they are ineffective. 11e (ii) reconunended that 

tutors or examiners replace the classroom teachers of 

English and that, to these examiners, be sent copies of 

all of the work written in other courses which the fresh- 

men have elected. Those students whose papers are passed 

by the examiners as showing a reasonable mastery of the 

mechanics of writing are, under this plan, to be passed 

.ln the ng1ish composition courses without meeting the 

examiners or tutors very frequently or at all. Some of 

the others are to be given only a little practical advice 

about the solutions of their 'nglish problems; while 

others will bave to be coached seriously and over long 

periods of time, either singly or in groups (11). 

Dudley (22) did not agree with Campbell's plan at 

all and criticized hini for assuming that artificiality in 
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freshman writing disappears when the writing is done in a 

course whose main aim is not composition but information. 

He (22) reconmiended that even the hiest ranking menabes 

of the English staff teach some freshman composition cour- 

ses, and expressed the belief that the effectiveness of 

instruction in .nglish has improved and will continue to 

improve. Ten years earlier, Dudley (21) was less sanguine 

about the teaching of college freshman English. At that 

time, he (21) reported on an investigation of theerrors 

made on written papers by juniors nd seniors in each of 

the five major divisions of a college. The papers were 

prepared regular work of the corses other than 

English, and the students did not know that their English 

would be subjected to special scrutiny. The results were 

rather discouraging, for more than one-fourth of the 

college seniors wrote papers which any department might 

reasonably refuse to accept, and the best papers were not 

of a high quality. 11e (21) found that most of the errors 

could be attributed to a lack of student ability to ex- 

press a thought clearl and effectively, ar. not to 

ineffective knowledge of theoretical grammar. These find- 

ings led the author to recommend (a) that every teacher 

realize that English is ndamental in all studies and all 

professions and thus needs recognition in all class work 

regardless of the subject being taught; (b) that motivation 
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be provided in the ng1ish classroom that will give the 

subject a lasting and carry-over value; and (c) that 
every student be made to feel personal concern for the 

quality of bis own writing. The results of this investi- 
gation caused deep concern anìong the members of the Iowa 

State College Committee on student nglish (one representa- 
tive from each of the five colleges and one from the depart- 
nient of nglish), and led to the adoption of a program to 

make the students and faculty more HEnglish conscious1. The 

details of this program were reported by Kerekes and Lange 

(46) in 1937. A full-tïmo executive secretary had been em- 

ployed for the committee and. definite responsibilities 
designated for students and faculty members. It was the 

duty of every instructor to maintain in his own work and to 

require of his students reasonably high standards of clear- 

ness, correctness, and effectiveness in written and spoken 

English. Students were required in every course to write 

acceptable papers which tested their grasp of the subject 

matter beir studied. student was admitted to the senicr 

class who could not write English in an acceptable manner. 

The Committee on itudent nglish had the responsibility of 

seeing that these standards wert met and of determining 

what was "satisfactory" in .nglish composition. Those 

students who wrote unsatisfactory papers received coun- 

seling from the executive secretary in accordance with 



their individual needs. At times the counseling would 

result in the recommendation that a tutor be secured, 

sometimes special courses would be recomnierided, and at 

other times a quickening of the student's interest in 

language as a tool would be all that was necesaary. lore 

recent developments of this program have included the 

setting up of English standards for students doing grad- 

uate work, the development of a speech clinic, and an 

effort to establish throughout the College uniformity 

in the quality and form of term papers and in the basic 

principles to be accepted in written and oral English. 

Whether or not the program has been successful is yet to 

be determined, but at least the students and the faculty 

are being made aware of the fact that good English should 

be maintained in all speaking and writing situations. 

Smith (73) gave the following suggestions for the 

improvement of elementary nd high school courses in 

English: (a) make use of natural speaking and writing 

situations; (b) put emphasis upon the student's having 

something to say and a. reason for saying it, and upon the 

application of the necessary technical equipment for 

achieving certain ends; (c) judge teaching "in terms of 

the pupil's ability to use language and not upon his 

facility in ticketing tenses or naming parts of speech"; 

and (d) create an environment adaptable to natural 
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activities. Guiler (32) published a similar article in 

1934. He (52) recommended, In addition to the points lis- 

ted by Smith, (7), that individualized remedial instruc- 

tion be given to those pupils that needed it. Hayes (38) 

concluded, from a historical survey of college entrance 

requirements in English in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, that college entrance requirements have con- 

sistently dominated tne high school course of studi in 

spite of the theoretical statements of social objectives 

set forth by the leaders in secondary education. This 

paper (38) calls attention to a certain state of mental 

turmoil in the high schools which is not condusive to the 

best results in the teaching of English -- among other 

things. 

The reports of errors most predominant in college 

English themes vary with each investigation made. One 

author (83) found the most mistakes to be in punctuation 

and spelling; another (10) found the largest nthnber of 

errors to be in the fundamentals of English; and still 

another (19) found the greatest weakness to be in know- 

ledge of vocabulary. tt3mith (76,?3) found scores repre- 

senting fifty-seven per cent, seventy-seven per cent, 

and ninety-three per cent of correct responses to three 

different items dealing with the formation of the pos- 

sessive plurals of nouns ending in 



The one thing that all of the writers agreed upon 

was that there is a weakness ïn the teaching of both high 

school and college English. It is, however, believed by 

at least two authors (62,22) that college students are 

better prepared today than in years past. Engineering 

freshmen were tested by Remmers (62) in 1919 and again in 

1929. A comparison of two sets of results showed that the 

1929 freshmen were superior to the 1919 in .Lnglish scholas- 

tic prepartion among other abilities. lie (62) accredited 

this superiority to improved high school instruction, and 

attributed many of the failures in freshman English to the 

increased requirement in English at the college level 

rather than to poor teaching in the high schools. 

Just as there is disagreement among investiga- 

tors as o what topics need most emphasis in college 

English courses, so there is disagreement as to what 

hou1d be given emphasis in college entrance examina- 

fions in English. A report in 1936 by smith and Mc- 

Cullough (75) on the contents of .bnglish placement ex- 

aminations showed that seventy-five per cent of the 

examinations excluded all items of technical grammar, 

3ixt-five per cent of the test items dealt with correct 

usage of verbs aril pronouns and with agreement between 

subjects and predicates; but many other items were 



included that have long been termed "purisms" by eminent 

students of English today (75). This investigation covered 

tue placsment tests of 130 major colleges and universities, 

and is representative of English placement tests in general. 

The uses to which the results of English place- 

ment tests have been put are many and varied. One of the 

most common uses has been tìt of predicting success in 

college nglish courses. In general, it is believed that 

the scores made on English placement tests alford at 

least a fair measure for the prediction of English schol- 

astic success (61,72). One author (68) has even gone so 

far as to say that the grades made in the college fresh- 

man course in English afford the best single predictive 

criterion for college success as a whole. study made 

at Oregon State College in 1933 (20) of the students 

taking English K, or subfresbman English, confirmed this 

belief in a general way that an English placement test 

served not onl as a valid measure for predicting suc- 

cess in college English courses but success in college 

classes as a whole, as well. lt was also stated in 

this study that the student's hia school record is not 

an accurate basis for predicting college success. On 

the other hand, Crawford and Burithain (17) disputed the 

predictive qualifications of entrance examinations by 

stating that they fail to afford a satisfactory index 
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of an individual student's all-round scholastic promise or 

of his specific competence In particular subjects. I'iac- 

Kenzie (54) made a study to determine whether or not the 

confusion and haste of the usual college freshman week, 

and the possible student perturbation might i.nvalldate 

the score made by the ftes±men during this week. lie (54) 

retested a group of freshmen five months after freshmen 

week with another form of the nglish placement test given 

during freshman week. He found a statistically insignifi- 

cant gain in mean score on the second test but a correla- 

tion of .87 between the two tests. In onlì a few cases 

did the two scores of individuals varï as much as ten test 

points. 

ìionroe (59) called attention to a hazard in 

placement testing. "A given type of objective test is 

likely to become less and less valid as its use is con- 

tinued (59)." The results are likely to be influenced by 

curriculum changes and changes in the objectives toward 

which the instruction is directed (59). The objectives 

toward which the students direct their efforts are in- 

fluenced bï the types of tests administered to them, and, 

hence, if a given type of objective test is found to be a 

satisfactory measuring instrument when it is first used 

in a course, it does not mean that it will continue to 

be equally satisfactory when used regularly (59). Asher 



(6) gave only partial credit to the influence of earlier 

study on the level of scholarship reached in English at 

the college level. In addition to the knowledge of 

nglish fundamentals at the beginning of the college course, 

he (6) listed intelligence and time spent in study as 

influencing factors. 



CHAPTER III 

A STUDY OF Tk ACCOMPLISH1VINTS IN ENGLISH 

OOiiPOSITION AT OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

Part J. The Development of En1ish Placement 

Tests at Oregon State College 

The first English placement examination to be 

used at Oregon State College was given in 1921. It was 

called a "Classificatory English Examination" in order 

that students might not be frightened at an "entrance 

examination" which they might fear to be a bar to their 

actual registration. The examination represented English 

knowledge of approxiinatelí eighth grade level, and in- 

volved (a) punctuation of a paragraph printed as a part 

of the examination, (b) recognition of parts of speech, 

(e) conjugation of verbs in both active and passive 

voice, (a) usage -- in the form of sentences to be 

corrected, and (e) a theme of 200-250 words to be 

written on any one of three assigned subjects. The ex- 

aminations for the next two years were similar in form 

but contained different material. in 1924, the English 

examination plan was extended from a local institutional 
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matter to a state-wide and regional program involving all 

the institutions of higher education in the state of Ore- 

gon, except Reed College and Philoniath College, and most 

of the similar schools in Idaho, Montana, and Washington. 

This plan of a "Uniform lacernent Test in nglish" for the 

Pacific Northwest received the sanction of the Higher 

Educational Standards Committee of the Oregon State Tea- 

chers' Association and the Council of English Teachers 

of the Inland Empire Educational Association. This co- 

operative testIng program began in 1923, reached its 

peak in 1927, and was abandoned in 1931 as having served 

its usefulness. The first uniform examinations 

were made by Dr. G. M. iiller of tne University of Idaho, 

with the advice of leaders in the teaching of English 

from the other states affected. For a year or two around 

1927, the examinations were prepared by Professor H. E. 

Fowler, of the Bellingham (Washington) Normal choo1. 

The content of each of the uniform tests was very similar 

to that of the earlier tests given at Oregon State College 

from 1921 to 1923. Each year the tests were made more 

objective in form, with stress particularly on English 

Limdamentals. The writing of a theme was not a require- 

ment of the U4form Placement Test in English, but was 

added by many individual institutions. In 1931, the 

tests were again on an individual institutional basis. 



In that year, the test at Oregon State College was given 

the title ttOregon State College Engiish Placement Test" 

and again included the requirement of a written theme. 

The written theme requirement was abandoned in later years 

because it was found that it added nothing to the place- 

nient or classification value of the test. The next year, 

1932, a test made by r. L. K. Schumaker of the University 

of Oregon was used, but its use was d!scontinv.ed after a 

few years because of its complicated construction. lir. 

Schumaker strove to make the test more diagnostic than the 

preceding tests had been, and according to data gathered 

by iir. Schumaker, was a highly reliable examination and met 

tne ends toward which it was designed. The Schuniaker test 
included: (a) spelling, vocabulary, and word sense; (b) 

diction and idiom; (c) punctuation; (d) grammatical and 

logical agreement; and (e) a written theme on a given 

topic. $chumaker reported a predLction index of English 

grades of eighty-nine per cent accuracy. Since the dis- 

continuance of the Schuniaker tests the .ngiish entrance 

examinations at Oregon Ste. te College have been constructed 

by Dr. J. M. Kierzek in cooperation with the English De- 

partment of the College. The test is now called "A 

Placement Test in English" and includes tests of spelling, 

grammar and usage, recognition of sentence elements, and 

punctuation. At one tiriie, tests on reading comprehension 
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and vocabulary were included but were discontinued because 

no correlation was shown between the results from these 

tests and the placement or classification of students. 

Members of the College English department believe that 

the vocabulary and the reading tests are of value but that 

time and expense do not permit their use. 

The procedures in the use of the results frona 

the Uniform Placement Test in English examination in the 

different states employing it varied. n Oregon, a com- 

plete tabulation of the results from all of the higher 

educational institutions was made. This tabulation showed 

the the high schools in the state, the number of 

freshmen entering any college or university in the state 

from each high school, and the number of errors on the 

"classificatory examination" for each of these freshmen. 

Early in the spring of each year during which the co- 

operative examination plan was in force, a rank order 

tabulation of the high schools whose graduates had made 

the fewest errors -- with a letter of explanation -- was 

sent to superintendents and principals of the high schools 

of Oregon and to the newspapers of the State. This 

practice was abandoned in 1932 when the present Oregon 

State System of Hiher Education was organized. "The 

result of this practice has been an increase of emphasis 

upon fundamentals in the high school -ng1ish course (77)." 



UFrom all over the state (77) requests have come 

for copies of the UnIform English Test. Hïgh schools 

have determined to test their students out themselves 

before sending them on to college. One of the largest 

citj high schools, stients from which have been falling 

a little below those from other schools of the same class, 

has written this year, not only for copies of the current 

examination but for copies of the examination as given 

in past years. This school means to get its students 

into shape for better rating another year. These in- 

quiries and reports of examinations aven in the high 

school present, probably, the most important aspect of 

the quiz. Diagnosis from the examination given during 

freshman week would be less significant than the findings 

in the high school of teachers in contact with students 

day after day, if an effort were made to ascertain the 

studentts weaknesses. This examination, however, has 

increased the desire on the part of high schools to ascer- 

tain these 

On the other hand, at least parts of this proce- 

dure run into the dangers of which .doriroe (59) warned. 

In addition, a good many high school teachers of inglish 

"taught to the examination," that is, they prepared 

their pupils for this examination as specifically as pos- 

sible. This brought about a comment from one of the 



Oregon State College English staff that Tmany fresbmen 

enter the college with good ±ng1ish placement test scores 

but they can not writes. 

Smith (77), nevertheless stated, ttThe examination 

seems to show, however, that in general students who are 

weak in one of the fundmìientals, spelling possibly excep- 

ted, are weak in all. Furthermore, there is a close cor- 

relation between low grades in these English tests and low 

intelligence ratings. Dressler (20) came to this same 

conclusion when he analyzed the intelligence test scores 

of the students taking English K. He (20) found that 

ninety-four per cent of the remedial group made acores on 

the A.C.E Pscho1ogical Examination that were below the 

average for the entire college. 

At Oregon State College the English Placement 

Test is used to classify entering students either into 

English K (subfresbman English), Ill (first quarter Eng- 

lish composition), or 112 (second quarter E nglish corn- 

position). £ntering students whose English Placement 

Test Scores are in the tenth (highest) decile are exempt 

from taking English ill and are placed in English 112. 

In this way, they do not have to go over material which 

they have already learned quite well. They do not, how- 

ever, receive credit for the English 111 course. Who 

entering students whose English Placement Test scores 
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fall between the first ai-id the tenth deciles are placed in 

the &xglish 111 course, from wbich they proceed to English 

112 and 113. The entering students whose English Tst 

scores are in the first or lowest d.ecile are put into 

English K or sub-fresbman English for review work or re- 

medial teaching. Before the present State System of 

Higher Education was made effective in 1932, entering 

students whose English Placement Test scores fell in the 

ninth or tenth deciles were not required to take any of 

the freshman composition courses but proceeded to more 

advanced elective courses in English composition. It is 

believed that this plan had some aspects superior to 

the present plan. 

The college staff assigned to the teaching of 

English composition collaborates on the construction of 

a new form of the English Placement Test each year. As 

new ideas about test construction appear, they plan to 
incorporate those w±iich seem practicable into the test 

whether they involve changes of content or of form. The 

reliability of the test as an instrument measuring pre- 

sent English knowledge and prediction of future accom- 

plishment is the factor observed most carefully in the 

work with the test. 
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Part 2 A Comparison of Freshman and Senior 

Groups in ng1ish Ability 

In gene.a1, students at Oregon State College are 

required to take only tbee com'ses or three quarters of 

ng1ish composition. Iviost of them take these courses 

during their freshman year. The students whose scores 

on the English Placement Test fall into the lowest or 

first decile are required to take an additional quarter 

of work in 'Corrective nlish'T or nglish K without cre- 

dit prior to taking the regular English courses. The 

inglish courses which are taken b students beyond the 

freshman year are elective with the students; consequently, 

in many schools of the College, students have no formal 

training in lr;lish usage beyond the freshman year. It 

is fairly reasonable to assume, however, that the students 

have had guidice in nglish usage during their sophomore, 

junior, and senior years in classes other than nglish 

classes; and that they have had many opportunities to put 

to practical use in oral recitations and class papers the 

English which thea learned as college fresli'nen in earlier 

years. In at least two schools of the College the whole 

problem of English knowledge and language usage has been 

called forcefully to the attention of the students through 
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a new type of federal civil seivice examination, first 

used. in 1939, which placed a great deal of emphasis on 

language ability arid knowledge rather than on vocational 

subject matter alone. Since many of the seniors of that 

year failed the examination, the younger students in these 

schools and the members of the faculty interested in their 

welfare have made sincere efforts to improve their situa- 

tien by direct training. This general interest in know- 

ledge about the students' language ability and ways of 

bringing about improvement in it has made the present 

study tinely and desirable. The writer received the whole- 

hearted cooperation of almost all of the instructors who 

were asked to loan their support to the proam of retests 

that were necessary for this study. 

The prescrit study xna be divided into two parts: 

( a) a comparison of the scores made on the Oregon State 

College nglish Placement Test by the entire class of 

entering fresbmen in the autumn of 1936 with the similar 

scores of 353 seniors in the spriag of 1940; and (b) a 

comparison of 170 of these students or all of those who 

took both tests -- one as freshmen in l956 and one as 

seniors in 1940. The 1936 form of this -nglish Place- 

ment Test was used both times. 

In the preparation of the data involving the 

freshman class of 1936 and 353 members of the senior class 
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of 1940 as groups and without consideration of the nuiber 

of members common to tue two groups, the mean s cores for 

the entire freshi!Ìan class were found, first, for the four 

parts of the whole test and second, for the whole test. 
In addition, the data were divided, first, by schools with- 

in the College and, then, sumnarized for the entire group. 

The same things were done for the 353 seniors who took the 

test in 1940. This method of preparing the data made pos- 

sible direct comparisons of these data in many wGys. The 

data derived frox;i the tests of the 170 students who took 

both tests, with an interval of almost four years, were 

treated similarly. In addition, the individual gains or 

losses for both the part-scores and the total scores of 

the senior tests in comparison with the freshman tests of 

the 170 students who took both tests were found. From 

these, the mean gains or losses and their standard devia- 

tions Cor the subtests and. the whole tests were found, 

first, for the schools in which these seniors were regís- 

tered and, second, for the group as a whole. The seniors 

who took both tests were distributed ariong the schools of 

the College in about the same proportions as the total 
senior registrations were. The two exceptions to this 

were the Lower Division and the School of Science. 

Naturally, the former would have no representatives in the 

senior class, but some of the seniors in other schools had 
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taken the test as freshìaen in the Lower Division. These we 

were listed in the tables according to the schools in which 

they were seniors. The small nuaber of seniors froi the 

SchOOl of Science who took the test was due, not to an un- 

willingness of the faculty of the School of Science to 

cooperate iL the study, but to the wide scattering of the 

students in small classes and the mixture in these classes 

of considerable numbers of stiñents who had transferred 

from other colleges and universities and had not taken 

the local .nglish Placement Test. A larger number of re- 

tests or tests of seniors who had taken the test as fresh- 

men would have been desirable, but was not possible under 

the limitations of the time available and the crowded 

calendars of the students in the closing month of the schoQi. 

year. It is the belief of the writer that these 170 

students were not a selected group of seniors as far as 

Icnowledge of ng1ish grammar and usage was oncerned but 

were representative of their classification because the 

retests were given generally to entire classes rather 

than to individuals alone. Some retests were given, how- 

ever, to small groups which could be arranged and which 

were not in the same courses. The retes were given to 

the seniors during iia of their senior year. 

The writer would have liked to know the relia- 
bility and the validity indexes of this 1936 nglish 
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Placement Test. Since these were not available, they could 

not be included in any way in the study. -Che writer be- 

lieves that tne reliability of this test is quite high, 

but this S onl opinion. The writer is tore skeptical 

of the test's validity; but this, too, is only opinion. 

The 1936 English Placenient Test consists of four 

parts of equal length or of fifty test items each. These 

four parts deal with: spelling, animar and usage, recog- 

nition of sentence elements, and punctuation. ach part 

contains fifty test itehs or the possibility of fifty 

errors. This makes possible a total of 200 errors for 

the entire test. A score of 200 would mean that the per- 

son taking the test had failed it completely while a 

score of zero would mean that he had made no errors. The 

larger a perticular score is, the less satisfactory it is 

since it represents a larger number of errors than a smal- 

1er score would. In each of the four parts of the test, 
t.e nearer a score is to fifty, the less satisfactory it 

is; and the nearer it is to zero, the more satisfactory 

it is. 

TABLE I gives the number of freshmen in each 

school of the College who took the English Placement 

Test in 1936. 
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ThBLE I 

Numbers of Freshmen Taking The 

inglish Placement est in 1936 

School 

A gri cul tur e 
Ethic ati on 
Engineering 
Fores try 
Home J' conomics 
Lower Division 
Pharmacy 
Science 
Secretarial Science 

TOTAL GROTJF 

Numb er 

194 
37 

293 
187 
172 
234 
43 
19 

180 

1,359 

TABLE II presents the data on the mean scores 

and their standard deviations in the spelling subtest 

for the freshman class, again by schools and for the 

whole group. 

School 

TABLE II 
Freshman 1Jeans and Standard 

Deviations in Spelling 

Iiean S. D 

Agriculture 26.7 9.1 
Education 19.6 8.8 
Engineering 22.8 8.8 
Forestry 24.4 8.7 
home Econortiics 19.3 7.9 
Lower Division 20.4 9.5 
Pharmacy 17.6 5,7 
Science 19.2 8.4 
Secretarial Science 17.1 8.6 

TOTAL G}OU1 21.7 9.3 
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The most satisfactory mean score of those shown 

above was that o1 the £resbmen in the $choo1 of Secre- 

tarial Science with a mean score of 17.1 although ap- 

proximatel one-third of the fifty items of tne subtest 

were missed by this group of 180 students. The 194 stu- 

dents in the School of Agriculture made the least satis- 

factory mean score of 2.7, showing that more than half 

of the fifty words to be spelled were missed by the average 

member of this group. The standard deviations for each 

of the groups are closelï similar, showing that each group 

had about the same proportions of good, average, and poor 

spellers. 

TASL IïI presents the data on the mean scores 

and their standard deviations in the gr&imar and usage 

subtest for the freshman class entering in 1936. 
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Freshman Means and Standard Deviations 

in Grammar and Usage 

School Mean S. D. 

Agriculture 21.1 7.1 
Education 13.9 7.4 
Engineering 16.7 10.0 
Forestry 20.3 6.8 
Home Economics 14.5 6.5 
Lower Division 15.7 7.6 
Pharmacy 14.7 7.5 
Science 15.7 10.9 
Secretarial Science 14.4 7.3 

TOTAL GROUP 16.9 7.6 

The scores on the grammar and usage subtest, as 

a whole, were better than those on spelling; but, as ïn 

the spelling subtest, the worst scores were made by the 

students registered in Agriculture. The best mean scores 

in grammar and usage were made by the 37 students in the 

School of Education, with those in Secretarial Science 

next in rank. 

TABLE IV presents the mean scores and their 

standard deviations in the subtest of the English Place- 

ment Test requiring the recognition of sentence elements. 
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ThBLE IV 

Freshman Means and. Standard Deviations 

in the Recognition of Sentence Elements. 

School Mean 3. D. 

Agriculture 25.5 11.5 
Education 1.7 11.4 
.ngineering 19.6 11.3 
Forestry 23.2 11.2 
Home Economics 17.8 9.9 

Lower Division 20.1 11.8 
Pharmacy 16.4 11.9 
Science 17.1 9.6 

Scretarial Science 16.2 10.0 

TOTAL GROUP 20.1 11.5 

It is interesting to note that the mean scores in 

every school in the grammar and usage section are superior 

to those of the sanie schools in the recognition of sen- 

tence elements subtest, while the standard deviations 

are greater in the latter in every school except Science 

where only 19 students were tested. 

TABLE V gives the data on the mean scores and 

their standard deviations in the punctuation section of 

the English Placement test for, the freshman class of 1936 

as a whole. 
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TABLE V 

Freshman Means and standard 
Deviations in Punctuation 

School Mean S. D. 

Agriculture 18.4 6.4 
Education 15.8 9.1 
Engineering 15.2 6.4 
Forestry 18.4 7.6 
Home Economics 13.9 6.0 
Lower Division 14.8 7.4 
Pharmacy 14.6 6.7 
Science 15.0 6.0 
Secretarial Science 13.4 6.5 

TOTAL GROUP 16.6 7.0 

In every school except that of Education better 

scores were made on punctuation than on any other section 

on the test. The students of Education made slitly 
better sores on the grarrmiar and usage section of the 

test. 
TABLE VI gives the data on the whole test for 

the entire freshman class in 1936 in terms of the mean 

scores and their standard deviations for each of the 

schools and for the total group. 
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TABLE VI 

Freshman Means and Standard Deviations 

For The Whole English Placement Test 

School Mean S. D. 

Agriculture 90.9 27.2 
Education 66.6 27.0 
Engineering 75.0 27.0 
Forestry 86.5 25.7 
Home Economics 66.1 2.6 
Lower Division 70.2 29.5 
Pharmacy 61.2 25.7 
Science 70.3 25.1 
Secretarial Science 60.7 27.3 

TOTAL GROUP 74.3 27.6 

The most satisfactory mean score on the whole 

test was that of the students in the choo1 of Secretarial 

Science. Even tbi.s group made errors on almost one-third 

of the 200 items in the test. The least satisfactory 

scores were made by the freshmen in the Schools of Agri- 

culture, 1orestry, and ngineering in that order. The 

standard deviations for all of the schools were closely 

similar except for the School of Home Economics whose 

standard deviation was four points less than that of the 

total group and almost six points less than that of the 

Lower Division. The large mean sce and large standard 

deviation for the Lower Division show that the students 

in it range from quite capable to very poor students as 

far as knowledge of English is concerned, with more poorly 



trained than well trained students in the group. The total 
group of freshmen missed more than one-third of all of the 

items Ofl the test. This does not indicate a hih degree 

of proficiency for tieir trainin in nglish in the high 

sciiools, especially since inan of them were trained direc- 

tr for the taking of this test. The subtest causing tnese 

students tite most trouble was the one concerned with spel- 

line. ihe one causing them the least trouble was the 

one having to do with punctuation. The subtest on gram- 

mar and usage caustheir less trouble than the one on 

recognition of sentence elements. From these results, 
i_t would appear that the high schools and even the ele- 
mentary schools should place more emphasis on the study 

of spelling and, possibly, on the recognition of sentence 

elements. Since study of the contents of the examination 

shows the inclusion of only the sentence elements most 

commonly employed and most widely known, it would appear 

that this group of students clearly needed more training 

in this topic. Md-itionai training in grammar and usage 

and in punctuation would not be at all out of order, 

either. 
TABUS VII to XII, inclusive, give the data for 

the 353 seniors who were tested in iiay of 1940 in the same 

manner that the data for the freshmen were presented in 

the earlieï tables. These data are for all the seniors 
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tested, without consideration of the fact that they had 

or had not taken the same nglish examination almost four 

years earlier as freshmen. These numbers are fairly pro- 

portional to the total senior registrations of the dif- 

ferent schools. The writer believes them to present an 

unselected group because they were given the examination 

by whole class-room groups, as a whole. This test is the 

same one which was taken b the freshman in 1936. 

TABLE VII gives the numbers of seniors who took 

the 1936 nglish ±lacement Examination in iiiay, 1940, 

and the Schools in wbi ch they were registered. 

TABLE VII 

Numbers of Seniors Taking the 

English ±1acement Test in 1940 

School Number 

Agriculture 52 
Education 18 
Engineering 113 
Forestry 63 
Home Economics 39 
Pharmacy 14 
Secretarial Science 54 

TOTAL GROUP 353 

In TABLE VIII are given the mean scores and their 

standard deviations of the seniors in the subtest on spel- 

ling, bj schools and for the total group. Ln addition, the 



gains or losses over the corresponding scores from the 

fresbman class of four years earlier are presented. A 

"gain", indicated by a plus sign, for the seniors means 

that they made fewer errors on the examination and, for 

that reason, had smaller score than the corresponding 

group of fresbrnen. The possible number of errors on this 

subtest was fifty. The smaller the score, the more satis- 

foctory it is. 

ThBLE VIII 

Senior Scores on the Spelling 

Subtest 

School ìViean S. D. Gain or Loss Over 
Freshman Score 

Agriculture 17.9 5.7 +8.8 
ducation 12.6 6.9 +7.0 

Engineering 17.5 7.9 
Iorestr 16.0 7.7 +8.4 
home Economics 13.9 7.4 +5.4 

Pharmacy 14.5 7.4 +3.1 
Secretarial ence 9.4 6.2 +7.7 

TOTAL GHUUP 15.3 7.8 6.4 

As in the freshman group, the most satisfactory 

mean score among the seniors taking this hngiish exami- 

nation was made by the students in the School of Secre- 

tarial Science and te least satisfactory scores by the 

students in the ctools of ¿-.griculture, ngineering, and 
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Forestry. The improvements made by the seniors over the 

fresbmen in spelling were, as a whole, quite satisfactory. 

The schools whose students made the most satisfactorj scoxs 

as freshmen made, frequently, as large amounts of gain -- 

seniors -- as the students in the scriools who made the 

least satisfactory score; but the low ranking seniors 

still made the least satisfactory mean scores and re- 

tamed, as a rule, the same rank order positions that they 

had held in the freshman class. The exceptions to this, 

however, are the small gain mi.de by the students in the 

$chool of ±ngineering which was low in rank order position 

on the freshman test, and the large gain made by the stu- 

dents in the School of Secretarial Science which was high 

in rank order position on the freshman test. These are 

contrary to the general f.ndings. Among the seniors, as 

among the freshmen, the standard deviations around the 

mean scores are closely siiilar among the different schoo], 

showing that the different schools have about the same 

proportions of superior, aveage, and poor spellers ac- 

cording to the standards set by the mean performances of 

the students in these schools in spelling. 

ThELE IX presents the data on the permances 

of the seniors on the grammar and usae subtest in terms 

of mean score, standard deviations, and gains or losses 

over the corresponding freshman scores. 
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Senior Scores on the Grammar and Usage Subtest 

School Mean S. D. Gain or Lo Over 
Fresbman Score 

Agriculture 16.5 5.5 +4.6 
ducation 10.0 5.0 +3.9 

Engineering 14.5 5.8 +2.2 
Forestry 17.0 5.6 +3.3 
Home Economics 11.0 5.8 +3.5 
Pharmacy 12.9 5.6 +1.8 
Secretarial Science 9.7 4.9 +47 

TOTAL G1OUP 13.7 6.2 +3.2 

Contrary to the usual findings in other studies, 

the students in the School of Secretarial Science not 

only made very satisfactory scores on the grammar and 

usage subtest as freshmen and as seniors but they made 

the largest gains of this entire group as seniors in cam- 

parison with the fresbmen. The seniors in the Schools of 

Forestry and of Engineering not only made unsatïsfactory 

scores a fresbnien but a10 as seniors and, in addition, 
made the smallest amounts of improvement on this subtest 

of any of the groups studied except those in the School 

of Pharmacy. The students in the School of Pharmacy 

made scores above the average as fresbmen and as seniors 

and were, in addition few in number. The general findings 

are that the students who made the more extreme initial 

scores made about equal amounts of gain and larger gains 



than those whose initial scores were nearer the mean for 

the total group. 

TABLE X presents, for the senior class members 

who took the English Placement Examination, the mean 

scores, the standard deviations around these mean scores, 

and the gains or losses snown by these means over the 

corresponding freshman means on the subtest having to do 

with the recognition of sentence elements. 

TABLE X 

Senior Scores on the Recognition of 

Sentence Elements Subtest 

School Mean S. D. Gain or Loss Over 
iresbman Score 

Agriculture 22.0 11.2 
Education 11.7 8.7 +5.0 
Engineering 18.7 11.6 +1.0 
Forestry 22.8 11.4 + .4 
iome Economics 16.0 8.6 +1.8 
Pharmacy 22.4 13.2 -6.0 
Secretarial Science 14.3 9.3 +1.9 

TOTAL GROUP 18.7 11.4 1.4 

The mean scores in this subtest for every school 

except the School of Education are inferior to their scores 

on the other three subtests. The total group showed the 

smallest amounts of gain as seniors over the freshmen; 

and the standard deviations are larger, showing a wider 

spread of performance in this subtest in comparison with 
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the other subtests and the test as a whole. The fourteen 

seniors in the 'chool of Pharmacy who took this nglish 
±lacoment xaxriination as seniors showed a loss of six 
points when their mean score was cornped with the mean 

score of the forty-three freshman in Pharraac in 1936. 

The loss shown b the seniors in Pharmacy on this subtest 

is larger than the gain made by the students of any of 

the other schools on this subtest. The eighteen students 

in the choo1 of ducation made the most satisfactory 
mean scores on this subtest on recognition of sentence 

elements, both as fresbmen and as seniors and also made 

the 1arest amount of improvement of all of the schools 

in this subtest. Tue least satisfactory score of the 

seniors in .ducation was in the spelling subtest. 
TABLE XI shows the mean scores, standard devia- 

tians, and gains or losses of the seniors over the fresh- 
men in the subtest having to do with punctuation. 
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Senior Scores on the Punctuation Subtest 

School Mean S. D. Gain or Loss Over 
Freshman ¿core 

Agriculture 18.7 4.1 - .3 

Education 8.6 4.7 +7.2 
ngineering 12.4 4.6 +2.8 
Forestry 13.2 5.2 +5.2 
Home iconomics 12.1 5.0 +1.8 
Pharmacy 11.6 5.8 +3.0 
Secretarial Science 9.1 4.6 +4.3 

TOTAL GROUP 11.8 5.1 +4.8 

The fifty-two seniors in the School of ±gricu1ture 

made the least satisfactory showing of any of the schools 

studied on the punctuation subtest. They showed a slight 

loss as seniors over the freshman score for the punctuation 

subtest. Students in all of the other schools showed 

slight gains except those in Education and Forestry who 

showed substantial gains even though the mean score of the 

students in ducation was average in the 'eshman test 

and highest among the schools in the senior test and that 

of the students in the School of Forestry was unsatisfac- 

tory in both the freshman and the senior tests. ihe total 

group of students tested made better scores on the punc- 

tuation subtest as seniors than they made on tfie other 

subtests. This was also true of the freshman group. The 



seniors in Agriculture and Home Economics were the excep- 

tions to the rule, and made their most satisfactory sub- 

test scores in the grammar and usage subtest. 

TABLE XII gives the data for the seniors for the 

English Placement Test as a whole. This group contains, 

but does not consist wholly of, the students who took the 

test both as freshman and as seniors. The total possible 

number of errors here is 200. The larger the score is, 

the less satisfactory it is. 

TABLE XII 

Senior Scores on the Entire 

English Placement Test 

School Mean S. D Gain or Loss Over 
Freshman score 

Agriculture 69.2 20.5 +21.7 
iiducation 46.8 23.8 +19.8 
Engineering 62.4 23.5 +12.6 
Forestry 69.2 23.1 +17.3 
Home Economics 52.3 22.9 +13.8 
Pharmacy 61.2 24.0 0 

Secretarial Science 40.2 17.4 +20.5 

TOTAL GROUP 59.3 24.4 +15.0 

These scores show that the fifty-four seniors 

in the School of Secretarial Science made considerably 

better scores than those in any other school, and that 

their individual scores deviated less widely from the 



mean than those from any other school. The seniors from 

the Schools of Agriculture and of Forestry made the least 

satisfactory scores of the total group, but the Schools of 

Agriculture and of secretarial Science -- one making the 

lowest and the other the highest mean score both as fresh- 

men and as senior -- made larger gains between the two sets 

of tests tnan any other of these groups; and, as seniors 

they had the smallest standard deviations in their scores 

of all of the groups tested in this study. The scores of 

the students of all of the scnools tested were far from 

satisfactorr, however. Students in five of the seven 

schools missed more than one-fourth of the test items, 

even though the group as a whole made a gain of fifteen 

points on the entire examination. The standard deviations 

from the mean score of the senior scores were quite large, 

showing that the differences of perforniance within the 

groups were large. ihe fourteen senior students inBhar- 

macy made the srae mean score as the forty-three fresh- 

man students in Pharmacy had made almost four years earlier. 

The gains made by the students in ngineering and lione 

Economics were markedly belbw those of the other schools 

(except Pharmacy) although the mean score of the Home 

Economics students was quite high and that of the Hngl- 

neering students quite low. 
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In TABLE XIII are snown the mean scores and their 

standard deviations on each subtest and the entire test 

for the 1,359 freshmen in 1936 and the 353 seniors in 1940. 

TABLE XIII 

Tests Freshman Freshman Senior Senior Gain or 
Me an s D. Mean IS. D. Loss 

Spelling 21.7 ( 9.4) 15.3 ( 7.8) + 6.4 
Gr animar and 
Usage 16.9 ( 7.6) 13.7 ( 6.2) + 3.2 
Recognition of ben- 
tence nleinents 20.]. (1l..) 18.7 (11.4) + 1.4 
Punctuation 16.6 ( 7.0) 11.8 ( 5.1) + 4.8 

TOTAL 'jEST 74.3 (27.6) 59.3 (24.4) +15.0 

TABlE XIII shows that the performancesof both the 

freshmen and Sefli)rs on the ng1ish Placement Examination 

were least satisfactory in the reconition of sentence 

elements and in spelling, and most satisfactory in puno- 

tuation in both the initial test and tne later test. The 

1arest gain of the seniors over the freshmen wa in spel- 

ling; the smallest in recognition of sentence elements. 

There was no consistent relationship between amount of gain 

between the two testings and the rank order position of 

either the subtest or an groups taking the test. The mean 

scores showed that the freshmen made errors on one-third 

of the items of the test, but the seniors made errors on 

one-fourth of these same items. The largest standard de- 
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viations for both senior and freshman testings was in the 

subtest having to do with recognition of sentence elements, 

and it was practically the same for both years. A study 

of the table as a whole shows that the seniors as a group 

are very little superior to the freshmen as a group in 
knowledge of Jngllsh. 

Part 3 A Test-Retest Study of Knowledge 

of Jng1ish Composition 

Out of the 1,359 freshmen students who took the 
Oregon State College English Planent Test in 1936 and the 

353 seniors who took the same examination in the spring 

of 1940, there were 170 who took both tests. TABLES XIV 

to XIX inclusive show the data found from the testing of 

these 170 students, first, by subtests for each of the 

schools and, second, for the whole test. The comparable 

data from the freshman and the senior examinations are 

presented in the same tables. TAB XIV shows the num- 

ber of test-retest students in each school in Oregon 

State College. 
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TABLE XIV 

Numbers of Test-Retet 1tudents 'chools 

Agriculture 17 
Education 11 
ngineering 52 
Forestry 20 
Home Economics 22 
Pharmacy 9 

Secretarial Science 39 

TOTAL GROUP 170 

These numbers are roughly proportional to the 

total numbers of seniors registered in the different 

schools, it is believed by the writer that they are 

representative of the entire senior class of which they 

were a part because no recognized factor of selection 

entered into the situation. 

TABLE XV gives the means and standard deviations 

of the senior records in comparison with the freshman 

records of these students in the spelling subtest. 
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TABLE XV 

Test-Retest Data on the Spelling Subtest 

School Freshman Freshman Senior Senior 
Mean 3. D. Mean S. D. 

Agriculture 25.0 (7.0) 16.8 (6.0) 
ducation 15.1 (7.) 10.4 (7.0) 

Jngineering 21.5 (9.0) 16.7 (8.1) 
Forestry 22.8 (8.4) 16.7 (8.o) 
Home Lconomics 15.9 (7.2) 13.5 (7.8) 
Pharmacy 16.2 (7.o) 11.8 (7.0) 
Secretan al 

Science 14.3 (7.0) 9.7 (6.5) 

TOTAL GROUP 18.6 (7.4) 13.9 (7.9) 

In both the freshman and senior testings, the 

students in the Schools of Agriculture, Forestry, and 

Engineering made the least satisfactory scores of all 
the schools on the spelling subtest. The Schools of 

Secretarial Science, ducation, and Pharmacy made the 

most satisfactory scores but their order of rank changed 

from the freshman to the senior years. . The mean score for 

each senior group tested is superior to the mean score 

for the whole group of freshman, except that the nine 

freshman students in Pharmacy made a mean score slightly 
better than the total group average of the seniors. The 

standard deviations for all the schools, buth as fresh- 

men and as seniors, are large -- showing a wide spread of 

performance in th.is subtest. 



TABLE XVI shows both the senior and the freshmen 

mean scores and their standard deviations in the grimmar 

and usage subtest for the 170 students w1took both 

tests. 

TABLE XVI 

Test-Retest Data on the Grammar and Usage Subtest 

School Freshman Freshman Senior Senior 
Mean S. D. Mean S. D 

Agriculture 19.8 (5.8) 16.8 (5.2) 
Education 10.3 (5.2) 8.2 (3.9) 
Engineering 14.0 (6.6) 13.5 (5.8) 
Forestry 16.5 (4.8) 15.5 (5.7) 
Home iconomics 10.1 (5.6) 10.7 (5.3) 
Pharmacy 14.0 (7.1) 13.3 (6.7 
Secretarial Science 13.6 (5.3) 10.1 (5.0 

TOTAL GROUP 14.1 (6.7) 12.6 (6.0) 

The students, both as freshmen and as seniors, in 

the Schools of Agriculture, Forestry, and .ingineering again 

made the least satisfactory scores of this group. The 

students in the School of Education made the most satis- 

factory mean soore among the seniors, while those in 

Home Economics made the most satisfactory mean score among 

the freshmen. Tiie freshmen students in both Education and 

Home Economics made mean scores that were considerably 

better than the mean score for the total senior group; 

and the seniors in Agriculture made a mean score that was 
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considerably inferior to the mean score of the total 

freshman group. As a whole, both the freshmen and the 

seniors did better on this subtest than on the spelling. 

TABLE XVII presents the data for both the seniors 

and the freshmen, in terms of mean scores and their s tan- 

dard deviations, for the subtest requiring the recognition 

of sentence elements. 

TABLE XVII 

Test-Retest Data on the Recognition 

of Sentence Elements 

School Freshman Freshman Senior Senior 
iviean S. D. Mean S. D. 

Agriculture 25.8 (9.5) 22.7 (12.5) 
Education 9.0 (5.4) 6.3 ( 3.9) 
Engineering 14.3 (9.5) 15.3 ( 9.8 
Forestry 17.5 (8.6) 17.5 (11.8 
Home Economics 13.9 (7.9) 16.3 C 8.3) 
Pharmacy 1'7.8 (11.9) 20.1 (13.5) 
Secretarial Science 14.6 (8.1) 14.5 ( 9.9) 

TOTAL GROUP 15.5 (9.6) 16.0 (lo.?) 

As a whole, the mean scores for the seniors on 

this subtest were infeior to the senior scores on the other 

three subtests; although the students in iducation, both 

as freshmen and as seniors, made mean scores which were 

superior to those made on any other subtest by any other 

school. The seniors in ducation made a still more sat- 

isfactory score in the punctuation subtest, however. 



The freshmen and seniors in Agriculture made mean scores 

which were less satisfactory than those made by any other 

school on any other subtest. The majority of these stu- 

dents made better scores on this subtest in their freshman 

year than in their senior year. The standard deviations 

show that there was a wide range of performance on this 

subtest, both among the freshmen and the seniors. The 

seniors showed a wider spread of performance than they 

showed as freshmen. 

TABLE XVIII shows the freshman and senior means 

and standard deviations on the punctuation subtest for 

the students who took both tests. 

TABLE XVIII 

Test-Retest Data on the Punctuation Subtest 

School Freshman Freshman Senior Senior 
Mean S. D. Mean S. . 

Agriculture 15.9 ( 5.1) 11.8 (4.4) 
Education 12.8 ( 6.2) 5.7 (2.5) 
Engineering 13.8 ( 6.2) 11.5 (4.8) 
Forestry 16.6 ( 6.1) 11.0 (5.6 
Home Economics 11.5 ( 4.8) 10.4 (4.5 
Pharmacy 11.5 (11.9) 11.3 (6.7) 
Secretarial Science 12.0 ( 5.0) 9.3 (4.5) 

TOTAL GROUP 13.6 ( 6.0) 10.4 (4.9) 



As seniors, these 170 students made better mean 

scores on punctuation than on any other subtest. Their 

total-group score as fresbmen is better than that on any 

other subtest; but sorne individual schools show better 

scores on other subtests. The seniors in Education 

received the most satisfactory mean score on this subtest 

for any group on any subtest within this study. All 

senior scores in punctuation are superior to the total- 

group freshman mean, and all freshmen mean scores are in- 

ferior to the senior total-group mean. 

In TABLE XIX are presented the senior and the 

freshman mean scores and their standard deviations for 

the test as a whole. The group of subjects consists of 

the 170 students who took both the intial test as fresh- 

man and the retest as seniors. he total possible number 

of errors here is 200. The larger the score is the less 

satisfactory it is. 
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TABLE XIX 

Test-Retest Data on the ntire 

English Placement Test 

School Freshman Freshman Senior Senior 
Mean S. D, Mean S. i). 

Agriculture 85.4 (20.3) 68.8 (22.0) 
Education 49.3 (15.1) 37.5 (21.6) 
Engineering 65.0 (26.5) 55.7 (23.5) 
Forestry 72.5 (17.7) 57.6 (22.4) 
Home Economics 52.6 (21.4) 51.5 (22.2) 
Pharmacy 59.8 (28.2) 57.7 (27.5) 
Secretarial Science 55.4 (19.8) 50.0 (19.4) 

TOTAL GROUP 61.9 (26.4) 52.2 (24.0) 

Both the freshman and the senior scores of the 

students in Agriculture, Forestry, arid Engineering are 

least satisfactory among the schools studied. The School 

of Education made the lowest, or most satisfactory, scores 

in both their freshman and senior years. All senior mean 

scores, except that for the School of Agriculture, are 

8uperior to the fresbrnan total-group mean. The mean score 

for freshmen in Education, however, is superior to the 

senior total-group mean. The mean for the seniors showed 

that the majority of students missed slightly more than 

one-fourth of the 200 items in the test. 

TABLE XX shows the freshman and senior mean scorea 

and their standard deviations on each of the subtests 

and on the entire test for the 170 students who took 

both tests, not divided by schools but treated as a 



single group. 

TABLE XX 

Test and Retest Data on the 

Subtests and the Entire Test 

o' 

Test Presbìnan Fresbman Senior Senior 
Mean S. D. Mean S. D. 

Spelling 18.6 ( '7.4) 139 ( 7.9) 
Grammar and Usage 14.1 ( 6.7) 12.6 ( 6.0) 
Recognition of Sen- 

tence Elements 15.5 ( 9.6) 1.0 (10.7) 
Punctuation 13.6 ( 6.0) 10.4 C 4.9) 

TOTAL TEST 61.9 (26.4) 52.2 (24.0) 

In both the fresbman and the senior years the 

best scores were made in punctuation and in grninar and 

usage. i'he rank order position of the other two sub- 

tests interchanged froia the freshman to the senior year. 

None of the mean scores was very satisfactory, for the 

average freshman missed approximate1 one-third of the 

2OO.item in the test, and the average senior missed 

more than one-fourth of the same 200 items. 

TABLES XXI - XXVI present the mean gains or 

losses and their standard deviations for the subtests and 

for the whole test for the 170 seniors who took the initial 
test as freshmen in 1936 and the retest in 1940. tihe nwn-. 

bers of seniors in each school wno took both of these 

tests was shown in TABLE XIV. 
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TABLE XXI presents the mean gains or losses and 

the standard deviations of these gains or losses on the 

spelling subtest for the 170 students who took both tests. 

TABLE XXI 

Mean Gains or Losses and Their 

Standard Deviations in Spelling 

School Mean Gain or Less S. D. 

Agriculture +6.4 6.5 
iducation +6.4 3.5 
&igineering +4.8 5.0 
Forestry +6.9 5.]. 

home Economics +2,6 5.3 
Pharmacy +2.8 3.8 
Secretarial Science +4,3 49 

TOTAL GROUP +4,9 5.2 

As shown in other tables in this study, the 

largest gains were made by both the schools making the 

least satisfactory and the most satisfactory scores as 

fresbmen, as a rule. The largest gain from the fresh- 

man test to the senior test was made by the students in 

the School of Forestry. These students made quite wisat- 

isfactory scores in spelling as freabmen. ?he students 

inAgriculture, made the second largest gain, but made the 

least satisfactory scores in spelling in both the freshman 

and the senior testings. Students in the School of Educa 

tion made the third largest gain in spelling -- almost as 

much as the first two -- although they were near the top 
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among the schools in the freshman testing. The students 

in the 1chool of Pharmacy made the most satisfactory mean 

score in spelling as freshmen, but made next to the smal- 

lest amount of gain on this subtest. 

The mean gain of 4.9 points on the spelling sub- 

test was the largest mean gain made on any of the subtests, 

yet the average senior missed more than one-fourth of the 

fifty rather common words which made up this subtest. 

TABLE XXII shows the mean gains or losses and 

their standard deviations on the grammar and usage sub- 

test for the 170 seniors who took both the initial test 

and the retest. 

TABLE XXII 

Mean Gains or Losses and Their Standard 

Deviations in Grammar and Usage 

Sc ho 01 

Agriculture 
Educati on 
Engineering 
Forestry 
Home Economics 
Pharmac y 
Secretarial Science 

Mean Gain or Loss S. D. 

+2.2 5.2 
+1.3 3.9 
+ .3 4.7 
+ 3 3.8 
- .8 3.9 
-1.0 2.4 
+2.8 3.3 

TOTAL GROUP + .9 4.6 
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No large gains in. mean scores were made by the 

students in any school on the grammar and usage subtest, 

and two schools showed small losses. The students in 

Secretarial Science, who made the largest gain, received 

the second most satisfactory score in this subtest as 

fresbmen as shown in TABLE XVI.. Whe students in Agricul- 

tu.re, who made the next largest gain, received the least 

satisfactory score on the subtest. The two schools, 

home Aconomics and Pharmacy, who showed losses in mean 

scores, made scores on the subtest as freshmen that were 

above the average for the total group of freshmen in this 

test-retest study. A3 one might expect from the rela- 

tively small groups and froni this type of data, the s tan- 

dard deviations were large and varied rather widely among 

themselves. The gain of the total group on this subtest 

is negligible, where it should be quite large, and its 

standard deviation is quite large where it should. be quite 

small, if the four years of college attendance had been 

productive of generally high degrees of skill among the 

students in knowledge and practice of grammatical usage. 
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TABLE XXIII gives the mean gains or losses and 

their standard deviations from the subtest requiring the 

recognition of sentence elements for the seniors who took 

both tests. 

TABLE XXIII 

Mean Gains or Losses and Their Standard Deviations in 

Recognition of Sentence Elements 

School Mean Gain or Loss S. D. 

Agriculture +2.3 6.2 
Education + .6 6.]. 

Engineering -2.l 7.8 
Forestry -1.1 11.0 
Hone Economics -$.2 8.8 
Pharmacy -3.2 7.6 
Secretarial Science - .8 7.0 

TOTAL GROUP -1.3 8.2 

The only gains shown in TABLE XXIII were made by 

the seniors in Agriculture and in Education - the two 

schools which made the highest and. the lowest mean 

scores respectively on the senior subtest. The higher the 

mean score the more unsatisfactory it was. The mean score 

of 16.0 for the seniors as a group on this subtest was the 

least satisfactory tota1-oup mean score made on any of 

the subtests; and the loss of L.3 points by the seniors in 

comparison with the £resbmen was the largest of the losses 

shown among the subtests. The standard deviation of this 
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mean score for the total group was also the largest among 

the comparable standard deviations of this study. The 

sizes of these standard deviations around the mean gain 

or loss for the total group vary widely among the four 

subtests which constitute the entire test. 

TABLE XXIV presents the mean sains or losses and 

their standard deviations on the punctuation subtest for 

the seniors who took this ng1ish Placement xamination 

as fresbmen and as seniors. 

TABLE XXIV 

Mean Gains or Losses and Their $tandard 

Deviations in the Punctuation 

Sub t e st 

School iviean Gain or Loss S. D. 

Agriculture +4.6 4.4 
Education +4.3 4.0 
ngineering +2.7 5.4 
Forestry +4.9 6.5 
Home Economics + .7 5.0 
Pharmacy - .1 6.2 
Secretarial Science +3.3 4.4 

TOTAL GROUP +3.0 5.7 

In a comparison of the scores made as seniors 

and as fresbmen, the students in the Schools of Forestry 

and Agriculture showed the largest amount of gain in the 

subtest on punctuation. Even the senior scores of these 

two groups were, together with those from the Schools of 
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Engineering and Pharmacy, the least satisfactory received 

by the students in the s everal schools studied. The stu- 

dents in the Schools of Education and Secretarial Science 

made the most satisfactory mean scores as seniors on this 

punctuation subtest, yet they made gains well above those 

made by the group at large. 

TABLE XXV presents the mean gains or losses and 

their standard deviations on the entire ing1ish Placement 

Test for the students who took the initial test as fresh- 

men and the retest as seniors. 

TABLE XXV 

Mean Gains or Losses on the intire 

Retest in Comparison With the Initial Test 

School Iean Gain or Loss S. D. 

Agriculture +17.9 L3.8 
Education +12.1 14.2 
Engineering + 7. 14.4 
Forestry +12.5 16.2 
Home Economics - .6 L3.0 
Pharmacy - 4.8 16.2 
Secretarial Science +10.6 15.8 

TOThL GROUP + 8.4 15.8 

This table shows that there was no consistent 

relationship between the amounts of gain loss on the 

retest over the Initial test and the rank order position 

of the various schools taking the test. The largest 



gain in mean score from the freshman to the senior year 

was made by the students in the School of Agriculture. 

Both as freshmen and as seniors, these students received 

the least satisfactory scores among all of the groups 

tested. The students in the School of Education made 

the most satisfactory mean score among all of the schools 

on the senior retest, yet they made the third highest gain 

of the total group. 

In TA3LE XXVI the mean gains or losses on each 

subtest and for the entire test are shown for the 170 

students as a whole. 

TABLE XXVI 

Mean Gains or Losses on the Subtests And 

the Entire Test for the Whole Group 

Subtest JYlean Gain or Loss S. D. 

Spelling +4.9 5.2 
Grammar and Usage + .9 4.6 
Recognition of Senten- 

ce Elements -1.3 8.2 
Punctuation +3.0 5.7 

TOTAL TEST +8.4 15.8 

Thj5 table shows that the laigest gains were 

made in the subtests having to do with spelling and with 

punctuation. The small positive gain on the grammar and 



usage subtest is unimportant in any way. The loss in the 

subtest having to do with the recognition of sentence 

elements is large enough to deserve attention. There was 

no consistent relationship between the amounts of gain 

or loss and the rank order positions of the subtests on 

either the freshman or the senior tests. The results 
show that the seniors know very little more about the 

subjects measured by the English Placement ±xamination 

than the fresbrnen do -- whether one compares the members 

of the two classes as groups or the same individuals 

taking the same test twice with an intervening period of 

practically four years. The data show a very wide spread 

of knowledge about Eñglish in both the freshman and the 

senior classes. Among the 170 students who took the test 
as seniors and as fresbnien, the results show that sixty- 
three of them as seniors, or 37%, earned scores that 

were inreriorto the scores earned by the whole group as 

freshmen; while sixty- two of the fresbxnen, or 36%, 

earned scores superior to the mean score of the whole 

group as seniors. 1n other words, niore than one-third 

of the freshmen made scores superior to the mean score 

of the seniors; and more than one-third of the seniors 

made scores inferior to the mean score of the freshmen. 

When the two classes are compared as classes, as in the 

first experiment of this study, the overlapping is only 
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slightly less than in the second experiment in which the 

scores of the same individuals are compared. -t seems 

fairly apparent that the problem of training college and 

university students in English is serious, but little or 

no worse in Erilish than in the other subjects which have 

been measured in a similar mannex in other studies. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION AND COCLUSIONS 

, The question, "How much do college students 

learn?" can be discussed from several angles -- with con- 

siderable amounts of factual data avilable for each ap- 

proach even though it is not all in agreement. It is 

obvious that, as individuals, the seniors are different 

from the freshmen in appearance, purposiveness, intel- 

lectual aggressiveness, and social ability -- among other 

traits; but they seem to have little more factual know- 

ledge at their command as seniors than they had as fresh- 

men. Contrasting factual knowledge with functional know- 

ledge, it is to be hoped that the seniors have more 

functional knowledge than the freshmen. As there is no 

way at the present time of measuring the functional 

knowledge of groups of students, the decision on this 
issue lies in the future. 

Perhaps the relative amounts of knowledge of 

freshmen and of seniors could both be increased by stric- 

ter and more discriminating selection of freshmen and 

the more rigorous dropping of the students in any class 

who do not meet high subject matter standards. Perhaps 
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a reclassification of students on the basis of knowledge 

as shown by performance, as has been done in some ways 

in recent years at the University of Chicago, would be not 

only feasible but profitable. Perhaps better methods of 

teaching English composition can be devised at both the 

high school and college-university levels; or perhaps 

new teaching personnel with different traits of person- 

ality might be desirable. Perhaps the courses in English 

composition should be removed from the lists of required 

courses and students given credit for the courses in terms 

of the quality of English used in papers written in other 

classes or as a result of tileaving examinations" which 

are really vigorous in content and in the way in which 

they are administered. Perhaps the usefulness of English 

as a tool in almost all fields of human endeavor should 

be made so vivid to the students that they will place 

greater emphasis on their self-motivation in the study of 

English as a tool, in terms of technical grammar or of 

actual writing or both. Perhaps the .nglish curriculum 

should be revised toward different ends and the contents 

of the courses changed at either the high school level 

or the college-university level or both. Perhaps "teeth 

should be put" into college and university grades or 

marks and much larger numbers of students failed in 

all courses on account of their English in the belief that 
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students will do more and better work if they are required 

to. Perhaps the tests which have been used in the measure- 

ment of students' knowledge have not been directed toward 

the most profitable ends. They may, or may not, be in line 

with what the students want or need from their college 

courses. 

Students, like other people, are not likely to 

forget the material which they use at all frequently. t 

is suggested by some authors that large snounts of the 

material learned in high schools are forgotten by the time 

these pupils become college students, yet hi school 

grades are good indices of college grades. It may be 

assumed that there is at least a fair correlation between 

either high school or college grades and the amount of 

knowledge mastered. Some writers have stated that the 

amount of knowledge gained from a course is markedly 

reduced b, forgetting within a few months after the stu- 
dents leave the course; other writers have found that 

the loss within the same period is small. Several 

writers have shown that the amount of forgetting over 

the summer vacation is small. Others have shown that 

when material has once been leqrned and forgotton, it is 

relearned relatively easily. If' the students forget as 

much as some writers state that they do, the question 

of the usefulness of this material to the students at 
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once arises. 

In the studies concerning the training of students 

in knowledge of .Lng1ish, it has been shown that some 

students who take no courses in &ìglish composition have 

made as much gain in knowledge of ng1ish usage as those 

who did. 0ther papers have stated the reverse, that is, 

that the students who specialized in fields concerned 

primarily with language and words made the most satïsfac- 

tory scores in tests of .Lnglish knowledge. At least one 

author found the study of English literature by the free 

reading method to ld as good results in improved know- 

ledge of ng1ish usage as did the direct study of tech- 

nical grammar. Studies of the effectiveness of sub- 

fresbman English classes have not shown that they were 

very effective in all eases. Students have been passed 

on from these courses to the regular nglish courses when 

they ccuJd not attain satisfactory scores on standard tests 

of .nglish knowledge. 

All of the s tudies in which the knowledge of 

seniors has been compared with that of freshmen or in 

which any similar classes have been compared with others 

wide ranges of knowledge within all of the classes have 

been shown. The ranges within classes have been found 

to be larger than the differences between any two of them 

or the differences between classes in different institu- 
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tions. The principal factors affecting these ranges are 

(a) the selection and retention of students and (b) the 

different amounts of emphasis placed on special subjects 

by different instructors and institutions. Students in 

schools of engineering, for example, usually show up 

poorly on English examination; but in some colleges they 

are at the head of the list of scnoos in this field. 

The retest studies, in general, have shown that 

the students who made the lowest or least satisfactory 

initial scores in subject matter tests made the greatest 

gains in their retest scores. As a rule, however, they 

still made the last satisfactory retest scores among 

the whole group unless the examination was so simple 

that it "placed a deiling" on the amount of improve- 

ment which the superior senior students might show on 

the test. Low initial scores are no guarantee, however, 

of large amounts of gain. Students making low initial 

scores may even show losses on the retests. Where gains 

in knowledge from the freshman to the senior class have 

been shown, they have not been, bj any means, regular -- 

either in their progression or their amounts. Almost 

always these gains, as found, have been disappointingly 

small. Ïhe writer of this thesis holds that so-called 

UretestsT? given at the ends of a semester or a year of 
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direct training are not "retests" in the correct use of 

that term. 

In the studies made by this writer, many of the 

seniors received scores in know1ede of Eng1ish which were 

less satisfactory than the fresimian mean score in this 

field, whilemany of the freshmen made scores supior 

to the mean score of the seniors. The largest amount of 

improvement between the ±esbman and the senior years 

among the subtests making up the Oregon State College 

English .E1acement Test was made on the subtest involving 

spelling; yet the scores on this subtest were the second 

least satisfactory scores among those from all of the 

subtests. In contrast, the second largest amount of 

improvement was made on the subtest on punctuation; yet 

this subtest received the most satisfactory mean score 

among all of the subtests. The subtest having to do with 

grammar and. usage ranked third among the subtests in both 

gains made and mean scores received. The least satisfac- 

tory mean score made and the smallest gain among the sub- 

tests were found for the subtest requiring the recogni- 

tion of sentence elements. This was true for every group 

of students tested. This study shows that the largest 

amounts of gain were made on the subtests which received 

the most extreme mean scores. 
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There is a question as to wbat to expect from a 

subtest on the recognition of sentence elements. If the 

material in this section of the test is deemed as impor- 

tant to the student as the material in the otber subtests, 

the results of the retests, show that a great deal more 

emphasis needs to be put upon the mastery of technical 

grammar during the student's four years in college. If 

this section is not as important as the others, then the 

results sixwn by this study are to be expected. Of course, 

there is a difference of opinion; but some ±inglish instruc- 

tors would say that if more emphasis were put upon the 

material in the subtest requiring the recognition of sen- 

tence elements, the result would be, not only better scores 

on this subtest but, better scores on the grammar and 

usage subtest which, without a doubt, needs improving. 

There might even be improved Jnglish usage outside of the 

classroom. Although, the spelling and punctuation sub- 

tests show the most improvement, their mean scores show 

that a great deal of additional improvement is needed 

before they "definitely can be termed satisfactory". 

The mean scores on the total test made by the 

various schools tested show considerable variation not 

only between school, but also -- among individuals within 

a single school. In all of the senior testings made, the 

mean scores on the total.tests of the Schools of Agricul- 
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ture, Forestry, ngineering, and Pharmacy were below the 

mean score for the entire senior group. Lhe same was true 

of the fresbman groups except that the School of Pharmacy 

made a score superior to the mean for the freshman group. 

The Schools of Pharmacy and. Home Economics were the only 

two schools that showed a loss in mean score between the 

freshman and the senior year. Amo the individual scores, 

however, it was found that twenty-four per cent of the 170 

seniors who were retested showed a loss in total mean score. 

The most satisfactory scores on the retest were made by 

the students in the Sho1 of Education and Secretarial 

Science. The most substantial gains from the freshman 

to the senior years were made by the students in the 

Schools of Agriculture, Forestry, Educatioñ, and Secre- 

tarial Science -- in the order listed. Although no abso- 

lute consistency was shown between gains made and mean 

scores received, in general, it can be shown that the 

largest improvements were made by the schools which re- 

ceived the most extreme mean scores. 

Although the number of students representing 

each school is fairly proportional to the total senior 

registration of each of the different schools, the writer 

believes that not enough students were retested in each 

school to warrant the data being interpreted in any final 

way. The data and the conclusions should be of interest 
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to each school -- not as a means of comparison but -- 

for the facts which the study reveals about the trends 

among the individuals tested. The total scores and the 

gains shown by the total group, however, are conclusive; 

and may definitely be pointed out as showing that stu- 

dents in every school at Oregon $tate College need to 

inprove in their knowledge of the .ng1ish language. 

In general, the 170 students who took both tests 

made slightly better mean scores both as freshmen and 

as seniors than did the 1,$59 freshmen and the 353 seniors 

who were tested as classes, but the gains made by the test- 

retest groüp were considerably smaller than the differences 

between the senior and the freshmen classes, tested as 

classes. The writer does not believe that this proves the 

retest group to be selective, because it is logical to 

expect the better students to remain in college for the 

full four-year period. 

The general conclusions of this study may be 

summarized as follows: 

1. A wide range of knowledge of nglish language 

usage exists within the classes ar. within the various 

schools of Oregon State College, and all of the other col- 

leges, universities, and high schools in which similar 

studies have been made. 

2. Many seniors have command of less knowledge 
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of English language usage than the average freshman; and 

many freshmen know more English language usage than the 

average senior. 

3. Both the schools and the subtests that show 

the extreme scores, also show the most gains; but high 

or low initial scores are no guarantee that gains will 

be made. 

4. The total-group scores on the total test 

show a small gain, but the gains are not sufficient to 

make the senior scores satisfactoryU. 

5. Students at Oregon State College need to 

improve in their knowledge of the English language. 
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A PLAdEMJT TEST IN ENGIISH 

I. SPELLING 

Directions: In some of the following sentences a word is 
misspelled. You are towrite the correct form of the mis- 

spelled word on the line provided at the left of the sen- 

tence. 

....l. Every student should accept the wise counsel of 

his official advisor. 

....2. Of course it is often difficult to tell weather or 

not the advice is wise. 

....3. A good secretary should never loose her presence of 

mind. 

....4. For instance, we might cite the case of the sopho- 

more who passed all his courses by complimenting 

his professors. 
....5. Eis judgeinent was alriht, but his knowledge of 

granimar was exceptionally poor. 

....6. Who's suggesting that we go into a restaurant and 

get a sandwitch? 

....7. A misspelled work is never perinisible in a buis- 
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ness letter. 

....8. Clothes maj not make the man, but an absence of 

clothes will surely embarrass him. 

....9. The niischievious child exhausted the principal's 

patience. 

...lO. Incidentally his description of the place seemed 

to good to be true. 

...11. The candidate who attempted to memorize the 

Britannica was buried with appropriate honors in 

the cenetery upon the hill. 

...12. The representative from the Portland Athletic Club 

did not want to lose his amature standing by parti- 

cipating in the match. 

...13. The optomistic freshman tried to precede the sopho- 

more into the dining room. 

...l4. I regaurd a repetition of this outrageous conduct 

quite unnecessary. 

...15. Felix had all ready made out his schedule, but the 

committee proceeded to alter it for him. 

...l6. Conscientious reading of a dictionary will Improve 

any person's vocabulary. 

...l7. Genius is one part inspiration and nine parts 

prespiration. 

...18. The little child proceeded to suck it's thumb 

without regard for hygiene or good manners. 
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...19. Oswald wondered what wouldhappen if an irresis- 
tibie force niet an immovable object. 

...20. The superintendent was fascinated by Oswald's 

humerous but irrelevant remarks. 

...2l. Everybody was embarrassed by her impertinent 

and rediculous comments. 

...22. Do we.always stop to analyze every argueinent that 
we hear? 

...23. Two paralel lines will meet if one of them is 
slightly bent. 

...24. The handsome but dissapated villian could not 

play his part. 
...25. Lionel enlisted in the calvarj because he loved 

horses. 

...26. His batalion was assigned to the motor transport 

division. 
...27. Mary was as lovely as an angle, but she could not 

make biscuits. 
...28. Are you acquainted with the ladies who are picni- 

cking on our lawn? 

...29. The famous arctic explorer wasdissatisfied with 

his reception. 

A sense of humor is often a grievious handicap. 

...31. Felix liked to dance, but he had no sense of 

rytbm. 
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...52. Probally you were prejudiced against the awkward 

foreigner. 

...33. In his lonliness the hermit turned to the study of 

literature. 

.e.34. Freedom of speach is not a right but a privilege. 

...35. Strickly speaking, I was not surprised at his 

analysis of the question. 

...36. The labratory was equipped with the proper ap- 

paratus. 

...37. Let us know if your coming before Wednesday. 

...8. Nowadays if you are courteous you will be con- 

spicuous. 

...39. Oswald left the dormatory a minute before the 

gaine. 

...40. The athelete had an. excellent opportunity to im- 

prove his knowledge. 

...41. The professor pronounced every syllable distinc- 

tly. 

...42. The citizens of the besieged city siezed the 

first opportunity to effect a peace. 

...43. Froceed immediately to the scene of the trad- 

gedy. 

...44. Occassionally Oswald exhausted his supply of 

humorous anecdotes. 
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...45. Is my solution of the eighth problem correct? 

...46. I perceive that the financier doesntt know how to 

use his leisure. 

...47. The thief made an outragous attack upon the 

cashier. 

...48. The women of the village offered to entertain 

the children. 

...49. The attornies conferred in the library. 

...5O. Felix played his saxophone incessantly. 

II. GRAthMAR AMD USAGE 

Directions: Some of the following sentences contain in- 

correct or questionable expressions; other sentences are 

correct. Draw a line through the expression you think 

should be corrected and write the correct form in the 

space at the left. If the sentence is correct, leave the 

space blank. Remember that every correction must be writ- 

ten in the proper space at the left. Crossing out words 

or rewriting the sentence so as to dodge the error is not 

a correction. 

....l. Severalof us boys went to Portland to see the game. 

....2. The money was divided between the three winners 

of the contest. 
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....3. This is as far as we ought to go today. 

....4. his dog was lying under the chair, where it had 

laid. all day. 

....5. Gerald sure played a good. game this afternoon. 

...6e verybody should do their best in this examination. 

....7. Just between you and I his lecture was dull and 

tedious. 

....8. Susan, please give the package to whoever opens the 

door. 

....9. This examination is unfair to slow students like 

me. 

...lO. Eell be airight 

air. 

...11. ach of trie boys 

...12. The first one to 

...13. Why do teachers 

if youth just give him more 

were called before the dean. 

ask for more food will be he. 

give their students these kind of 

tests? 

...l4. Each of the players was given a gold football. 

...15. iviotber told Oswald and I a bedtime story. 

...l6. Â dean should be a person who you could. trust and 

respect. 

...h7. Susan refused to tell me who she was with last 

niit. 

...18. Whom do you think will be our English teacher? 

...l9. Harry should of known better than to raise the 
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...20. George is the tallest of the two candidates for 

tackle. 

...21. Your roses smell veri sweetly this morning. 

...22. You may wear most any kind of clothing on this trip. 

...23. Is tbls all the faster your car will go? 

...24. Pour out the mixture after it has been stirred 

good. 

...25. y younger brother is much taller than me. 

...26. It seemed like the game would never end. 

...27. The roads were muddy due to the severe storm. 

...28. Do you think that Sally had ought to go out again 

tonight? 

...29. The murderer was sentenced to be hanged. 

...30. Leave me carry your books, Mary. 

...3l. I was sick yesterday, but I feel some better this 

morning. 

...32. The teacher suspicioned that Gerald was not doing 

his best. 

...33. I have less problems to work than you do. 

...34. Try to do the work just like Micky did it. 

...35. I suppose that her popularity is due to her intel- 

ligence. 

...36. I am sure that most all of them will aee with 

you. 

...37. My new car is verj different than my old one. 
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...38. A light-complexioned person should not lay on the 

beach too long. 

...39. We felt kind of tired after playing eighteen holes 

of golf. 

...40. The scientists discovered a new specie of wheat 

in Siberia. 

...41. Your dress looks beautiful in this light. 

...42. I called a doctor because I had not been feeling 

well for a long time. 

...43. We could not learn whom had been hurt in the 

accident. 

...44. Was it hini who brought you the flowers? 

...45. Select a captain who you know to be honest. 

...46. I cannot understand his fumbling the ball so 

frequently. 

...47. Yesterday I saw him walking to his office. 

...48. Dontt he ever eat at home? 

...49. The price of the different models varies 

greatly. 

...50. Don't try to reason with these sort of persons. 



III. RECOGNITION OF SNTEiCE ELENTS 

Directions: Each of the underlined words or groups of 

words in the sentences below constitutes one of the 

following grammatical constructions: 

1. appositive 6. participial phrase 

2. adverb 7. independent clause 

5. adjective 8. adjective clause 

4. prepositional phrase 9. adverb clause 

5. infinitive phrase 10. noun clause 

In the blank before each sentence, write the number of the 

appropriate construction. 

....l. The natives, we discovered, were friendly and 

helpful. 

....2. This is the house where I was born. 

... .;5. That he was a clever politician was admitted by 

everybody. 

....4. If you work bard, you will succeed. 

....5. If you work hard, you will succeed. 

....6. He worked hard, but he was killed in an automobile 

ace ident. 

....7. The policeman, a courteous young man, showed us the 

way. 



....8. Put the box where you will not trip over it. 

....9. Mother, who had never seen the oce, wanted to 

drive to Newport. 

...lO. Having inislaid his ticket, Jerry could not get 

into the stadium. 

...11. He tried to see the game through a knothole. 

...12. ivir. Stiner, our football coach, addressed the 

assembled students. 

...13. Iou may think whatever you wish. 

...l4. Harry is the thinnest man I ever saw. 

...15. ï did. my best to be pleasant and entertaining. 

...16. It is well to read the directions carefully. 

...17. Susan did not write to me during the entire year. 

...18. He almost always goes for a walk in the evening. 

...19. If you come late, you will have to stand. 

...20. We opened the package which my mother had sent 

to me. 

...21. ou must read the directions before you try to 

answer the questions. 

...22. Oswald felt tired &t the end of the examination. 

...23. Give the prize to whoever sells the most tickets. 

...24. Expecting to see the postman, I opened the door. 

...25. Although the score was aginat us, we won a moral 

victory. 

...26. ivir. Jones is far from being a well man. 
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...27. Toni threw the ball, and Herbert caught it behind 

the goal posts. 

...28. Whe performance is sure to be entertaining. 

...29. We found that the car had been badly damaged. 

...30. Carl Sandburg, a famous American poet, wrote 

stories for children. 

...3].. Corne hone when you are ready. 

...32. Mother showed me how to bake bread. 

...33. Little Bobby, frightened and embarrassed, began 

to cry. 

...34. Most people like to read entertaining stories. 

...35. They are not as progressive as we are. 

...36. Gerald is older than I. 

...37. I shall follow you wherever you go. 

...38. All that I have is at your disposal. 

...39. Mr. Emery, our new instructor, will take charge 

of this class. 

...40. Suddenly remembering the time, I started to 

leave the house. 

...41. Your food tastgood, eirs. Jones. 

...42. irthur promised to bring me sorne candy. 

...43. The dog is hiding behind the fence. 

...44. The little girl said that she was not cold. 

...45. Driving in the fog, we did not see the rocks on 

the highway. 
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...46. My brother wanted nie to come home early. 

...47. Whoever gets the prize will be a happy person. 

...48. Run fast f you want to get to class on time. 

...49. The rains descended, and the floods cane. 

...50. It is a long worm that has no turning. 

IV. PUNCTUiTION 

Directions: Some of the following sentences contain mis- 

takes in punctuatim. if the sentence is correctly punc- 

tuated, write C in the space before it. If you find, any 

mistakes in punctuation in the sentence, draw a circle 

about each mistake and write W in the space before the 

sentence. Do not change the capitalization in any sen- 

tence. 

....l. The man, who brought me the flowers, is Ezra 

Walters. 

....2. I enjoy Burns' and Keats' poetry, but I don't 

care much for Wordsworth's. 

....3. Look at that poor kitten; it seems to have lost 

it's tail. 

....4. I the devil can find plenty for idle hands to do, 

why doesnt he. 

....5. Come as soon as you can; the game will start in 

fifteen minutes. 

....6. The results of his efforts were: a bad sunburn 
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and sorne valuable experience. 

....'7. Men's suits, hats, shoes, and ties, are offered 

at greatly reduced prices. 

....8. Somebody's cap was left in the room, I think it's 

hers. 

....9. "How are you, James," she cried. "Why didn't you 

write to me?" 

...lO. Your suit needs pressing--by the way, when was it 

cleaned last? 

...11. Mrs. Jones, who has a home at Long Beach, Washing- 

ton, has come to visit her sister, Mrs. Brown, 

who lives at 22 West Elm Street. 

...12. Three of the teachers, 2rofessor Hill, Mrs. Clin- 

ton, and Dr. Oliver, attended the sessions of the 

educational convention in Portland. 

...13. Our English teacher asked us how many of us had 

written the third theme? 

...14. Good work George; you'll make the team before the 

season is over. 

...15. The convention elected Henry George president. 

...16. My car was like the old gray mare; it had lost 

sorne of it's youthful vior. 

...17. Books, pencils, papers, and clothes were scat- 

tered all over the floor. 
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...18. Education is the process of transferring in.Vorma- 

tion from the notebook of the teacher to that of 

the student without going through the head of 

either. 

...19. Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur R Clark live at 456 East 32 

Street, Logan, Iowa. 

...20. She envied the prosperous looking, beautifully 

gowned woman. 

...21. iis entire menagerie consisted of a dog, and two 

rabbits. 

...22. The subjects I enjoyed most were geometry, Latin, 

golf, and inglish. 

...23. Ve tried to move on, but, the car would not start. 

...24. lie is the kind of person who will believe what- 

ever you tell him. 

...25. 1iy teacher tried to explain the difference between 

"lay," "laid," and "lied»' 

...26. Did Jim ask you again just now, "Can Bobby play?"? 

...27. Bring me the pencil which I see lying on your 

desk. 

...28. I think shes very attractive, don't you? 

...29. Our teacher said that he, himself, did not know 

the answer. 

...30. A person won't exert his best efforts when he's 

doing somebody else's work. 
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..31. .Lt isntt possible to have the theme finished by 

eight oclock tomorrow night. 

...32. "What a gamel" he exclaimed. "What a game!'t 

...3:3. hi.s first thought was, that someone had fallen 

in front of the car. 

...'34. nd now, dear children, we shall have a bedtime 

story. 

...35. The performance, you must admit, was without 

proper direction. 

...36. he game was slow and uninteresting, consequently 

I went home early. 

...37. Tiberius, a Roman emperor, was born 42 13. 0. and 

died 37 A. D. 

...38. "Help, I'm drowning," the little boy screamed! 

...39. The game will start on Saturday, October 11, at 

3:30 p.m. 

...40. Helen Marshall, who is only six years old, won 

first place in the competition. 

...41. One, or the other, of you must take the responsi- 

bility. 

...42. Socrates (469-399 B. C.) was a famous Greek philo- 

sopher. 

...43. your manner, my dear sir, is insulting. 

...44. Crown point was captured at eight oclock in the 

evening of June 3, 1781. 


